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II and they shall beat their swords 
into plowshares, and their spears into 
pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation, neither shall they 
learn war any more." 

Isaiah 2; verse 4. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Either the mature of the world recognises that the 
'space-ship earth' that we are inhabiting is a finite 
system and that we all have a community of interest 
in existence, ecology and destiny, or we shall all be 
overwhelmed in our detritus and population, run out 
of energy sources and raw materials and find that food 
is in short supply. The individual States, in a 
complex and interdependent world, are no longer a 
viable entity. The problems facing the world in the 
last third of the twentieth century cannot be solved 
on a national basis; only international cooperation 
and coordination will bring forth a viable solution to 
innumerable problems and needs." (1) 

International law, or the Law of Nations, speaks of a source 
of order, established or evolving, which function is to enable 
nations both to maintain their individual sovereignty and to 
exist amicably beside one another. Yet this definition does 
not declare sufficiently the growing emphasis recognised by 
nations to be the current and dominant role of international 
law, that is, to foster cooperation between nations in respecting, 
if not agreeing and aiding one another's economic, social and 
political ideologies. The doctrine of State Sovereignty 
remains, but the summons for nuclear disarmament, the sharing 
of the seas resources, and a greater awareness by rich nations 
of the plight of their poorer counterparts, all evidence the 
increasing need for interdependence. Nations have recently 
been classified broadly into two heads: the developed and the 
developing. The former are usually the industrialised nations 
with histories of having been colonial powers over the latter 
category of nations. These developed nations increasingly 
realise their vulnerability and dependence in the face of a 
growing or developing group of nations, rich in untapped 
natural resources and in man-power. On the other hand, the 
developing nations acknowledge that their material progress 
is reliant upon the financial and technological aid of the 
developed nations. This balance of interest has created an 

(1) L.M. Salter "The end of nationalism: a call for a declaration of 
interdependence". 9 International Lawyer (1975) 143, at pp. 143-144. 
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"evolving international law of development", (2 ) published in 
international instruments such as the United Nations 
Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Order( 3 ) 
and the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States( 4 ) 
adopted by the "consensus" of the United Nations General 
Assembly. The feature of interdependence among nations has 
indeed become an obvious and critical reality. 

The United States of America(S) may claim to be the foremost 
of the rich, industrialised and developed nations. It shares 
its southern border with the United States of Mexico; 6 ) a 
leader of the poorer, developing group of nations. Perhaps 
no other international boundary separates the two diverging, 
sometimes conflicting interests of developed and developing 
nations as does the United States-Mexican border. 

This paper proposes to reveal the effect of the international 
summons for interdependence between nations by a perusal of 
United States-Mexican relationships over the last half a 
century or more. It attempts to show how these two nations 
have, by their domestic laws, bilateral agreements, and 
participation in international declarations and conventions, 
striven towards altering an attitude of confrontation to one 
of cooperation between each other. Such a study would support 
the proposition that it is the will of nations which would 
constitute the most vital factor in determining which way the 
future of "space-ship earth" lies. The paper proposes to 
show that the will of nations is a desire for peace and not 
destruction, and that the fibre of international law has 
woven itself into the £actualisation of that will. 

(2) o. Schnachter "The Evolving International Law of Development". Columbia Journal of Transnational Law (1976), 1. 
(3) G.A. Res 3201, 6th Special Session U.N. GAOR Supp l, at p.3; U.N. Doc A/9559 (1974) . 
(4) G.A. Res 3281 U.N. GAOR Supp 31, at p.50; U.N. Doc A/9631 (1974). 
(5) hereinafter cited as "the United States". 
(6) hereinafter cited as "Mexico". 
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'I'he following issues have been the main sources of conflict 
in United States-Mexican relationships and each will be 
discussed in turn. Broadly, they concern: 

(1) Boundaries, 
(2) Fresh water resources, 
(3) Economic policies, and 
( 4) Migration. 

CHAPTER I BOUNDARIES 

The United States-Mexican border stretches a length of 1600 
miles, separating four U.S. States in the north from six 
Mexican States in the south. The geography of rivers has 
formed a major source of controversy in this area, for not 
only is the boundary-line the course of a river, but a number 
of rivers which are important as fresh water sources, flow 
across it. The bilateral claims of the United States and 
Mexico over tracts of land along their border will firstly 
be discussed. Subsequently, on a multilateral level, the 
response of these two nations to the contemporary issues 
relating to the extent of state control over the seas will 
be dealt with. This may be seen as dealing with maritime 
boundaries, the discussion of which both the United States 
and Mexico have played outstanding roles. 

Land Boundaries: the Chamizal 

A part of the United States-Mexican border is formed by the 
Rio Grande which has the habit of changing its course with 
each seasonal flood, tearing land from one bank and depositing 
it on the other, or gradually silting the banks as it flows 
around its bends and corners. It was through such changes 
occurring between 1852 and 1868 that the Chamizal tract was 
formed. The "Chamizal Zone" or "El Chami zal" are common 
titles of an international river boundary dispute over a 636 
acre tract of land located on the Rio Grande at the point 
where it separates the cities of El Paso (United States) and 
Cuidad Juarez (Mexico). This tract was one in which the 
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relations between the United States and Mexico were strained 
for almost a century. 

"The Chamizal conflict has not been a major factor in United States-Mexican relations, but has been a constant emotional irritant which has plagued both nations and had frequent reverberations throughout Latin America." ( 7) 

The case of the Chamizal is a long and detailed one and only 
a basic framework will be presented here~ 8) 

The early treaties and conventions: Initially, the dispute 
arose out of changes in the course of the Rio Grande which 
constituted the international boundary, and the belated 
application to such changes of certain nineteenth century 
treaties between the United States and Mexico. The first 
treaty to affect the boundary was that of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
in 1848~ 9 ) It contained language which established the 
international boundary at "the middle of that river [the 
Rio Grande, otherwise called Rio Bravo del Norte] following 
the deepest channel ..... (lO) 

In 1884, it was thought necessary to clarify the treaty 
language to provide expressly for changes in the river 
channel and the effect, if any, upon the boundary. From this 
attempt at clarification came the language that formed the 
legal basis for the Chamizal dispute. In the absence of 
treaty language to the contrary, a well established rule of 
international law is that a natural boundary, such as a river 
boundary, shifts when the river movement comes through erosion 
of one bank and accretion or deposit of soil on the opposite 
bank. A boundary will not shift when the change comes through 
avulsion, that is, when a river leaves its original bed and 

(7) B. Liss "A Century of Disagreement: the Chamizal Conflict 1864-1964" (1965) 

(8) for further details, see ibid, Williams "Fifty Years of the Chamizal Controversy - a note on International Arbi tral Appeals" 25 Texas Law Review (1947) 455; P.C. Jessup "El Chamizal" 67 Am.J.Int'l.L. (1973), 423. 

(9) Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement, signed on February 2, 1848, 9 Stat 922, T.S. No. 207. 
(10) ibid at p.926, Article V. This language was carried forward by the Gadsden Treaty of December 20, 1853, Article I, 10 Stat 1031, T.S. No. 208. 
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cuts a new channel in another direction~ll) The Boundary 
Convention on the Rio Grande and Rio Colorado of 1884( 12 ) was 
entered into between the United States and Mexico sixteen years 
after the river movements had created the Chamizal tract, 
Article I of the Convention read: 

"The dividing line shall forever be that described in the aforesaid Treaty (the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848) and follow the centre of the normal channel of the rivers named, notwithstanding any alterations in the banks or in the course of those rivers, provided that such alterations be effected by natural causes through the slow and gradual erosion and deposit of alluvium and not by the abandonment of an existing river bed and the opening of a new one." (13) 

The phrase "slow and gradual" in this Article proved to be the 
key words to the dispute. A provision for avulsive changes 
was included in Article II of the same Convention. It read: 

"Any other change, wrought by the force of the current, whether by the cutting of a new bed, or when there is more than one channel by the deepening of another channel than that which marked the boundary at the time of the survey made under the aforesaid Treaty, shall produce no change in the dividing line as fixed by the surveys of the International Boundary Commissions in 1882; but the line then fixed shall continue to follow the middle of the original channel bed, even though this should become wholly dry or be obstructed by deposits." (14) 

Five years later, in 1889, the International Boundary Commission 
( . " S . ) ( 15 ) d h h t. ( 16 ) Unitea tates-Mexico was create t roug a conven ion 
and a part of its duty, aside from attempting to settle boundary 
questions between the two nations, was to determine whether river 
changes "occurred through avulsion or erosion for the effects of 
Article I and II of the Convention of November 12th, 1884 ... "(l7 ) 

(11) see S.B. Jones, "Boundary-making: a handbook for statesmen, treaty-editors and boundary commissions." (1945) pp. 119-125. 
(12) November 12, 1884, 24 Stat 1011, T.S. No. 226 . 
(13) ibid, at p.1012, Article I. 
(14) ibid, at p.1012, Article II. 
(15) now the International Boundary and Water Commission (United States-Mexico), see post p. 2 4 
(16) Boundary Convention of March 1, 1889; Article I, 26 Stat 1512, 1513; T. S . No. 2 32 . 

(17) ibid, at p.1514, Article IV. 
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The 1911 arbitration: The Chamizal tract had to grow in 
population and value before an open conflict could develop 
over a small portion of it. It was only in 1894 when the 
case of El Chamizal No. 4 was commenced belatedly by Mexico 
before the International Boundary Commission. The Commission, 
composed of an American member and a Mexican member, heard 
both expert and lay testimony and in 1896 formally decided to 
disagree to Mexico's claim to the entire tract. However, 
since that Commission had no procedure by which to resolve 
disagreements, the case was put to rest. 

From 1896 to 1905, diplomatic negotiations were continued in 
an effort to resolve the Chamizal question, but 
Here the matter rested uneasily until 1910 when 
St d . d . . (18) ates an Mexico entere into a Convention 

to no avail. 
the United 
to submit 

the dispute to a mixed commission composed of the two 
members of the International Boundary Commission "complemented 
and presided over by a jurist designated by the Government of 
Canada. The said third member of the Commission will be 
vested with the necessary powers to render his award upon 
all questions over which the other two commissioners may 

II ( 19) . disagree Article III of the Convention specified 
that: 

"The decision of the Commission whether rendered 
unanimously or by majority vote of the Commissioners and the Umpire shall be final and conclusive upon 
both governments." 

On June 15th 1911, the Commission handed down its award in 
favour of Mexico by a vote of two to one~ 20) The presiding 
Canadian Commissioner, with the joinder of the Mexican 
Commissioner, decided that the title to the tract was to be 
divided, with the dividing line being the river boundary of 
1864. The reason given for the division was that all pre-1864 

(18) Convention for the Arbitration of the Chamizal Case, June 24, 1910 
36 Stat 2481 T.S. No. 555. 

(19) quotations from official documents in the National Archives, 
cited by P.C. Jessup, ante note (8) at p.427. 

(20) (1911] Foreign Relations US 573 (1918). 
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river movements had been "slow and gradual" and all subsequent river movements up until 1368 had not been "slow and gradual". The American Commissioner dissented, chiefly on the ground that the Commission had no authority to divide the tract; the Commission was to decide on the whole of the Chamizal tract, whereas it had divided the tract in the award. In a formal note to Mexico, the United States officially made its own the argument of its Commissioner and refused to accept the award as valid or binding~ 21 ) 

A careful analysis both the Convention of 1910 and the award discredits the value of the argument embraced by the United States. Article III of the Convention, providing that "the Commission shall decide solely and exclusively as to whether the international title to the Chamizal tract is in the United States of America or Mexico .,( 22 ) was included to set the 
jurisdictional limits of the Conunission so that matters 
other than the territorial question of dominion over the tract would not be considered. In other words, those who drafted the Convention intended that the arbitrators should be 
prevented from considering such questions as territorial waters. The Convention in no way precluded the possibility of settling the matter by application of the provisions of law most 
reasonable and proper to the case~ 23 ) Even if it were 
accepted that the Coromission did not adhere to the terms 
of the Convention, such a circumstance would not give rise to the exception of the abuse of right. That objection is reserved for serious cases of procedural violation or 
deviations of power, not for matters in which existing 
provisions are correctly applied and, as such, offer a 
reasonable solution~ 24 ) Indeed, Jessup, a reputed American international jurist, has criticised the refusal of the United States to accept the 1911 arbitration award as "a violation of 

(21) (1911] Foreign Relations US 598, (1918) at p.599. 
(22) ante note (18) 
(23) C. Sepulveda "Areas of Dispute in Mexican-American Relations" 17 Southwestern Law Journal (1963) 98, at pp. 99-100. 
(24) I. Oppenheim "International Law" (8th ed. Lauterpacht) (1955), pp. 345-34 7. 
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its treaty obligation and a blot on the American record as 
a supporter of settlement by international adjudication. 11

(
2S) 

Mexico, by way of contrast to the United States refusal, 
had faithfully carried out its payments to the United States 
under the award of a tribunal of the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration in the Pious Fund case( 26 ) until 1914 when payments 
were suspended in retaliation for the non-compliance with the 
Chamizal award. 

Final settlement of 1963: Diplomatic negotiations over 
the Chamizal tract were on an intermittant basis between 1911 
and 1962. In 1932, a settlement was almost consummated 
with a trade off by the United States of its claim over the 
tract in return for the remaining sum owed to it by Me xico 
from the Pious Fund claim. In 1940, Me x ico demanded the tract 
in return for compensation for the expropriation of United 
States property~ 27 ) The United States suggestion to arbitrate 
over the issue of compensation came to nought when Mexico 
refused, citing the United States non-compliance of the 
1911 award as evidencing the futility of the arbitral method. 
In 1954, United States Senator Lyndon Johnson proposed the 
creation of a joint government advisory committee on the 
Chamizal tract, a proposal which was not accepted by the 
United States Congress. 

Steps towards the final settlement of the Chamizal dispute 
began with a state visit by United States President Kennedy 
to Mex ico City in June of 1962. The outcome was a joint 
statement by President Mateos of Mexico and President Kennedy. 
Point thirteen of that pronouncement read as follows: 

"The two Presidents discussed the problem of Chamizal. They agreed to instruct their e xecutive agencies to recommend a complete solution to this problem which, without prejudice to their juridical positions, takes into account the entire history of this tract." (28) 

(25 ) P.C. J es sup , ante no t e (8 ) a t p. 434. 
(26 ) J.B. Sco tt, Hague Cou r t Repor ts (1 9 16 ) 
(2 7) See pos t pp 52 - 57 
(28 ) 47 Depar tme nt of Sta t e Bulle tin (1962 ), 1 35. 
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Thus, once again, there came into public view the oldest 

unresolved dispute between the United States and Mexico. 

It is pertinent to compare the response of the United States 

in the wake of this pronouncement with that taken at the 

time of the arbitration award of 1911. During the latter 

instance, the United States had felt confident that the 

Mixed Commission would decide in its favour, but upon realising 

that this was not to be the case, refused to accept the 

decision~ 29 ) By way of contrast, we find the following 

abstract of a speech by T.C. Mann, the Assistant Secretary 

of State and United States Ambassador to Mexico to a House 

Sub-Committee on Inter-American Affairs on February 27, 1964: 

11 [This settlement] takes away from the Communists 
in Mexico their most effective propaganda argument 
against the United States, that we do not live up 
to our treaties .... It also puts us in a consistent 
position. I feel very strongly about this myself. 
If we are going to insist that other countries live 
up to their treaty obligations, I think we must live 
up to ours. We have a lot to gain by a respect for 
agreements and respect for our treaty obligations 
while we are insisting that other nations live up 
to theirs. 11 

( 30) 

This response of the United States is in accordance with the 

basic norm of reciprocity found in International law. 

(29) Mills, the American Commissioner had informed his State Department 
of "the tendency of an umpire to split the difference". [1911) 
Foreign Relations US 432, (1918). The telegraphic reply of 
the State Departme nt reflects the then prevailing attitude of 
the United States. The telegram read: "Confidential. Your 
confidential June 12th. You may in your discretion make suggestion 
of protest stating that your action is taken upon your own motion 
since obviously you have not had opportunity to consult your 
government, and that action taken by you in filing protest is subject 
to consideration by your government." This was anticipatory of any 
award which was not in favour of the United States. See P.C. 
Jessup ante note (8), at p.434. 

(30) Hearings before the Sub-Committee on Inter-American Affairs of the 
Commission on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives, 
88th Cong. 2d Sess, S2394, February 26-27th, 1964 at p .54. (1964) . 
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Furthermore, its effect is to indemnify the international 

irresponsibility of the United States in its rejection of the 

award of 1911 handed down by the Mixed Commission. 

Two other points concerning the settlement of the Chamizal 

dispute may here be elucidated to show the extent of cooperation 

reached between the United States and Mexico. Firstly, the 

diplomatic negotiations following the Presidential pronouncement 

of 1962 were carried out by the two Governments "without 
• d • t th • • • d • 1 • • II ( 3 1 ) • • • d pre Ju ice o eir JUri ica positions. .Mexico maintaine 

its high principles on the sanctity of arbitral awards and the 

United States was not made to feel belittled over embracing 

much of the 1911 award which it had previously refused. As 

Secretary of State Rusk wrote in recommending to the President 

the approval of a proposed treaty with Mexico: 

"The major reasons for sanguine expectations in the 
negotiation were the willingness of the two Governments 
to accept a reservation of juridical positions, and the 
concern of both that a settlement have as little adverse 
effect as possible on the two local communities so 
vitally involved. These proved to be the key to the 
settlement." (32) 

Secondly, the diplomatic negotiations were aided along smoothly 

by the Mexican-United States Interparliamentary Group consisting 

of Congressmen of both nations~ 33 ) This group arose from 

the Interparliamentary Union which has been functioning since 

1899 and comprises of senators and members of the House of 

Representatives of the two nations who meet annually to 

discuss pertinent political issues. That the group had a 

responsible part in the settlement of the Chamizal dispute 

is indicated in the report to the United States Senate by 

Senator Mansfield as Chairman of the Senate Group at the Ninth 

Meeting in 1969: 

(31) President Kennedy, New York Times, July 6, 1962. 

(32) Ante, note (30) at p.40. 

(33) Authorised by joint resolution of the US Congress under the Act of 
April 9, 1960. Public Law No. 86-420, 74 Stat 40, and by the Mexican 
Congress in the Diario Oficial, May 6, 1959. 
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November 29th 1970~ 37 ) which, as its title suggests, contained 

terms that classified with finality the description of the 

United States-Mexican boarder. The Treaty also contained 

procedures to guard against any future loss of territory by 

either nation as a result of the shifting course of the Rio 

Grande. Extending the spirit of cooperation yet further, the 

1970 Treaty established maritime boundaries between the United 

States and .Mexico in the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of .Mexico. 

As a concluding remark, it should be noted that intrinsically, 

the Chamizal dispute was not a matter of simple settlement in 

view of its coverage over El Paso-Ciudad Juarez which was the 

economic and social centre of the region. Otherwise, it would 

have been resolved much earlier as have other important 

adjustments which have been made with relative ease along 

the border on both sides of the Rio Grande. Such adjustments 

involved the transfer of tracts of land much larger than the 

one under discussion. Thus, for example, by a convention in 

1905, fifty-eight "bancos" (banks of land left by receding 

waters) were mutually exchanged between the two nations! 38 ) In 

1933, after rectifying, by virtue of a treaty, the bed of 

the Rio Grande in the El Paso-Ciudad Juarez area, a canal was 

built that separated lands formerly possessed by each of the 

nations, and the award given in the case of the "bancos" was 

consummated without further complicationf 39 ) 

.Maritime Boundaries: the Exclusive Economic Zone 

In the multilateral sphere, one of the most important issues 

currently being progressively developed under International law 

has been the codification of the Law . of the Sea. Both the 

United States and Mexico have played dominant roles in this 

development, the former as a chief prononent of views accepted 

by developed maritime nations, and the latter as a leader of 

(37) TIAS NO. 7313. 

(38) Convention for the Elimination of Bancos in the Rio Grande from the 
Effects of Article II of the Treaty of November 12th, 1884, March 20 
1905. 35 Stat 863, T.S. No. 461. 

(39) Convention for the Rectification of the Rio Grande, February 1st 
1933, 48 Stat 1621, T.S. No. 864. 
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developing nations which realise in the sea resources the 
potential for their economic upliftment. Yet, what would seem 
to be an area of conflicting interests does provide illustrations 
of changing governmental policies attempting at compromise 
and cooperation, motivated by the summons for interdependence 
among nations. A brief study of the Mexican and the United 
States positions on the Exclusive Economic Zone concept (EEZ) 
and related issues will here be made. 

Mexico's policy: It is an interesting observation that early 
Latin American maritime claims were initially prompted by 
the United States President Truman's Proclamations on the 
Continental Shelf and on fisheries of September 28th, 1945~ 40) 
The Truman Proclamations consisted of a claim being made only 
over the natural resources and not the seabed and subsoil of 
the continental shelf, with the superjacent waters expressly 
remaining high seas. As to fisheries, the claim consisted of 
a right to establish conservation zones in areas of the high 
seas contiguous to the United States coasts and providing 
that fishing activities therein were carried out by its 
nationals. Inspired by these proclamations, the Mexican President 
issued a Declaration on the Continental Shelf on October 29th, 
1945~ 4l) The Declaration went further than the Truman 
Proclamations, as it claimed the right to take unilateral 
measures applicable to both its nationals and foreigners to 
conserve the living resources in zones of the high seas. This 
amounted to claiming jurisdiction over the waters above the 
continental shelf (the epicontinental sea) which was the result 
of an erroneous interpretation by Mexico of the Truman 
Proclamations. It was this mistaken interpretation which led 
subsequent Latin American nations to make the first claims to a 

(40) Presidential Proclamation No. 2667 concerning the policy of the 
United States with respect to the Natural Resources of the Subsoil 
and Seabed of the Continental Shelf, and Presidential Proclamation 
No. 2668 concerning the Policy of the United States with respect 
to coastal fisheries in certain areas of the High Seas. 59 US Stat 
485 and 885 (1945); 13 Department of State Bulletin (1945) 485-486. 
1 UN Secretariat, Laws and Regulations on the Regime of the High 
Seas 38 and 112 respectively. (St/LEG/SER B/1, 1951). 

(41) UN/LEG/SER B/1 (1951) pp. 13-14. 

I 
~ 
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·1 . . (42) 200 mi e maritime zone. 

More recently, the varying claims over a 200 mile zone presented 

what seemed to be insurmountable problems to the UN Seabed 

Committee as it began its preparatory work in 1970 for the 

Caracas Session of the Law of the Sea Conference. The 

developed nations were adamant over keeping national maritime 

jurisdiction as close to the coast as possible. In direct 

opposition to this, some developing nations held firmly to a 

200 mile "territorialist" position. In between these two 

radical positions was a conciliatory concept which offered 

developed nations assurances of freedom of navigation throughout 

the 200 mile zone, and guaranteed developing nations the 

resources of the zone~ 43 ) 

Mexico was foremost in this moderate and conciliatory 

"patrimonialist" position. The Mexican delegation was the 

first to propose the concept of the EEZ to the Seabed Committee 

when on August 14th, 1971, the head of that delegation 

suggested the text of an Article providing for the right of 

the coastal state to exercise a special resource-oriented 

jurisdiction of up to 200 miles~ 44 ) Thereafter, Mexico was 

a key nation encouraging international acceptance of the 200 

mile zone. It featured prominently in the deliberations that 

concluded with the Declaration of Santo Domingo( 4S) on June 

9th, 1972 wherein ten Carribean States declared that: 

(42) See in particular, the declarations of Chile and Peru in 1947. For the 
Chilean Declaration concerning the Continental Shelf, see UN/LEG/SER B/1, 
(1951), pp. 6-7; for the Peruvian Presidential Decree No. 781 
concerning submerged continental and insular shelf, see UN/LEG/SER/Bl 
(1951) pp. 16-17. 

(43) One of the main reasons for a narrow limitation of the maritime boundary 
insisted upon by certain developed nations, in particular the United 
States, was for military strategy purposes. The conciliatory concept 
providing for freedom of navigation in the proposed zone was therefore 
an important concession. The concept appeared as proposals by a number 
of African countries for an EEZ, and as a patrimonial sea by some Latin 
American States. Both proposals were practically synonymous. The 
African proposal was eventually adopted by the Seabed Committee because 
it was first in time and put with greater clarity. 

(44) UN DOC A/AC 138/5CII/SR11. 

(45) UN DOC CCM/12C/5 (1972, 11 ILM 892 (1972). For the complete text, 
see 66 Am.J. Int'l.L. (1972), 918. 
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"The coastal state has sovereign rights over the 
renewable and non-renewable natural resources which 
are found in the waters, in the seabed and in the 
sub-soil of an area adjacent to the territorial sea 
called the patrimonial sea." 

The area covering both the territorial sea and the patrimonial 
sea was not to exceed a maximum of 200 nautical miles~ 46 ) 

Mexico was also a party to a tripartite proposal to the Seabed 
Committee during its first session in 1973~ 47 ) That proposal 

incorporated the substance of the Declaration of Santo Domingo 
but went further to elucidate the claims made thereunder. The 
p roposal e xpressly required a coastal State, in the e xercise 
of its jurisdiction and supervision over the e xploration and 

e xploitation of the resources of the patrimonial sea, to ensure 
that these and other similar activities were carried out with 
due consideration for other legitimate uses of the sea by third 
States~ 48 ) Instrumental in the maritime policies of Me x ico 
was its President, Luis Echeverria, who, appreciating the 
economic significance of the 200 mile zone, made i t a central 
issue of Mexican foreign policy. President Echeverria made a 
personal appearance at the Caracas Session of the Law of Sea 
Conference on July 26th 1974 and gave an important speech which 
described in detail his nation's position~ 49 ) On the same day, 

the Mexican Delegation introduced an equally important proposal 
which found the support of a large number of nations and 
which further enhanced the 200 mile zone concept~ 5 0) The end 

of the Caracas Session saw virtually all the 115 delegations, 
including those from developed nations, support the right of the 

(46 ) I b id, chapter entitled "Pa tri monial Sea", par a . ( 3 ) . 

(4 7) UN DOC A/AC 1 38/SCII/ L21 (1973). The complete text of the Draft 
Artic l es p r oposed by Venezuela , Colombia and Mexico appears in 12 ILM 
5 70 (1 9 7 3). 

(48 ) Ibid, Artic l e 11. Articl e 1 2 o f t he proposal s t ates that in the 
exe r c i se o f t h e freedoms and r ights con f e rred on o t he r Stat es , tho s e 
Sta t es s h a ll not i n t e rfe r e wi th t he ac ti vi ties of th e coas t a l St a t e 
r e f e rre d t o i n Arti c l e 11. 

(49 ) UN DOC A/CONF 62/SR 45 . 

(50 ) UN DOC A/CONF 62/L. 4 . 
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coastal State to establish a 200 mile EEZ~ 5l) 

Further progress in gaining world-wide acceptance of the general 

concept of the zone was achieved in the Geneva Session of 

the Conference in 1975. But the main result of that Session 

was the Informal Single Negotiating Text (SNT) ( 52 ) the issuance 

of which was again partly the initiative of the Mexican 

Delegation~ 53 ) This Text which purported to incorporate 

all the elements that appeared to be most in agreement was the 

basis for negotiations at the New York Session of the Conference 

in 1976. 

It may therefore be surmised that Mexico canvasses its maritime 

boundary policies at the international level energetically 

with an attitude of moderation. It constantly rallied the 

support of other nations before making a proposal. This may 

be regarded as a feature of international politics, and yet was 

in step with the basic doctrine that International law 

develops as a result of the consensus of the community of 

nations. 

A similar moderate policy may be observed in .Mexico's unilateral 

or domestic claims over its maritime boundaries. Mexico 

set its territorial sea breadths of 3 miles, 9 miles and 12 

miles only after they had each respectively gained recognition 
. h b . . 1 b . · 1 (54 ) e1t er y 1nternat1ona agreements or y 1nternat1ona custom. 

The Mexican Declaration on the Continental Shelf of 1945, 
previously mentioned~ 55 ) came into force only in 1960, as Mexico 

realised that the claim to an epicontinental sea was till then 

premature~ 56 ) It followed the same International law-abiding 

tradition during the process of deciding when to establish its 

200 mile EEZ. The Mexican Decree of 1975; 57 ) which unilaterally 

(51) Records of the 21st to 42nd Plenary meetings of the Conference 
(A/CONF62/SR 21 to 42) in Official Records of the Third UN Conference 
on the Law of the Sea, Vol I, pp. 59-189. 

(52) UN DOC A/CONF62/WP8. 

(53) For example, see the intervention by Ambassador Castaneda, Head of the 
Mexican Delegation (UN DOC. A/CONF 62/SR.54). 

(54) A. Szekely, "Mexico's unilateral claim to a 200 mile Exclusive Economic 
Zone: its international significance" 4 Ocean Development and 
International Law (1974) 195, at pp. 203-205. 

(55) ante note (41) 

(56) Diario Oficial, Mexico, 20th January 1960. 
(5 7) niarin Ofir.i~l, Mexico, 6th February 1976. 

l 

I 
I 
j 
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claimed such a zone, invoked in its preamble the SNT as 

the expression of global consensus, and the only Article of 

the Decree, that 

was 

" the Nation exercises in an Exclusive Economic Zone 
outside the territorial sea and adjacent to it the 
rights of sovereignty and the jurisdictions to be 
determined by the laws of Congress to 200 natuical 
miles from the baseline from which the territorial sea 
is measured ... " 

in direct keeping with the Articles of the SNT~SS) 

The Mexican legislation accompanying the Decree of 1975 consists 
wholly of the incorporation of various articles of the SNT~ 59 ) 
The first transitory Article of that legislation provides 
that more laws will be issued in order to regulate the extent 
of the specific jurisdictions which will be exercised in the 
zone. The SNT did not provide for these additional regulatory 
laws as they had not reached any general agreement at the 
international level. In accord with the SNT, the Mexican 
legislation thereby provided that such specific laws would 
be enacted after they had been formulated and agreed upon 
by the international community. 

With the 1975 Decree and law coming into force, Mexico 
proceeded with caution in order to effect its unilateral 
action within the best possible framework of good faith and 
legality, and to avoid potential resulting conflicts. Mexico 
negotiated with its neighbours on the delimitation of their 
adjoining marine zones and on the question of their rights 
to fish the surplus of the species that exceeded Mexico's 
catch capacity in the Mexican EEZ~ 60) Both these matters were 
agreed upon with Cuba on the 26th of July~ 6l) and with the 
United States on the 24th of November 1976~ 62 ) The latter 

(58) see Articles 45 and 46 of the SNT 

(59) Diario Oficiai Mexico, 13th February 1976 
(60) this complied with Articles 62 and 51 respectively of the Revised SNT. 
(61) Diario Oficial, Mexico, 26th August 1976. 

(62) 77 Department of State Bulletin (1976), 2004. 
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treaty is especially illustrative of Mexico's policy of 

securing the rights over its EEZ in a peaceful manner. In 

corning to terms with the United States over questions of the 

sovereign rights over the living resources, Mexico was amenable to 

formulae which lay aside, for the time being, unsettled issues 

such as the question of the non-living resources in the seabed 

and sub-soi 1 of the zone, the meaning of the "excl usi vi ty" of 

the zone, and the jurisdictional nature of its waters. This 
treaty also represents the latest of a number of agreements 

between Mexico and the United States over the living resources 
of their adjacent seas~GJ) Having observed in some detail 

Mexico's policy over its maritime borders, it is next proposed 
to make a comparative study of the response of the United 
States towards the EEZ concept. 

United States Policy: The United States maritime policy 

is largely affected by its domestic pressures of military-
strategy on the one hand, and economics on the other. Military 

pressure comes chiefly from the Department of Defence, advocating 
that the maritime borders be as close to the coast as possible. 

Economic pressure is exerted mainly by the petroleum and 
fishing industries vieing for national jurisdiction over a 

large coastal sea area. 

The Draft Treaty proposed by the United States in August 1970 

to the UN Seabed Committee favoured a narrow zone of national 
jurisdiction, (G 4 ) in accord with military-strategic demands. 

More precisely, the draft provided for the establishment of 
two zones: ( i) an area of national jurisdiction to the 2 0 0 
meter isobater and (ii) an international seabed area seaward 
of this limit. The latter was further divided into two parts; 

an International Trusteeship Area delimited by "a line beyond 
the base of the continental slope" in which the coastal State 
would act as a trustee for an International Seabed Resource 

(63) for examples of previous agreements, see 1 Hackworth "Digest of 
International Law" (1940) pp. 6 39-642; the Treaty for establishing an 
International Commission for the Scientific Investigation of the Tuna, 
January 25th 1949, 99 UNTS No 1367, at p.3. 

(64) Draft UN Convention in the International Seabed Area. UN DOC 
A/AC138/25; 9 ILM 1046 (1970). 
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Authority~ 65 ) and the area beyond that line, which would be 
directly administered by the Authority. In both areas, 
licences would be issued and payments required for exploration 
and exploitation of the seabed and sub-soil. These revenues 
would be used "for the benefit of all mankind, particularly 
to promote the economic advancement of developing states. 11

(
66 ) 

However, the trustee State would keep a portion of the payments 
. . d(67) it impose . 

International reaction was not favourable on two counts. Firstly, 
the developing nations shied away from the proposal which 
seemed to reincarnate the old trusteeship system, a reminder 
of colonial times. Secondly, criticism was mounted over the 
fact that the proposal contained a provision which would ensure 
a veto power for any three of the six most developed UN 
member nations, all of whom would be included in the main 

. h S . ·1( 6 B) h . t' 1 governing organ, t e ecurity Counci . Te interna iona 
response towards the United States' proposal may be summarised 
as follows: 

"The 1970 US Draft Treaty was portrayed as at best a 
naive attempt to place a tidy international organisational 
structure on top of the chaotic and contentious arena of 
international ocean politics; and at worst a cynical 
attempt by the Department of Defence to buy off developing 
States whose assertiveness might hamper naval mobility. 
More charitably, the 1976 American policy initiative can 
be viewed as a gesture that conceded few real interests 
while rhetorically aligning the national interests with 
universal order." ( 6 9) 

Economic interests within the United States were also opposed 
to the proposal. The fishing industry of the East Coast opted 
for a 200 mile zone to protect themselves from the competition 
of large-scale fishing by Russian, Eastern European and Japanese 

(65 ) 63 Deparbnent of Stat e Bulle t in (1 9 70 ) 21 4 . 

(66 ) r e di s tribution would occ ur a f ter t he p a ymen t o f adminis t rative 
expenses . See UN DOC A/AC/1 38/25 , Article 5 (1) (1 9 70 ) . 

(6 7) a n t e no t e (64 ) . 

(68 ) UN DOC A/AC 1 38/25 APP E (1 9 70 ). 

(69 ) Brown and Fabi an "Dipl o ma t s at Sea " 52 Foreign Af fairs (1974 ), 31 7 . 
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factory ships~ 70) More importantly, the petroleum industry 
opposed any sharing in the profits derived from the resources 
in the Continental Shelf adjacent to the coast of the United 
St t (71) a es. 

Since the draft treaty proposal of 1970, there has been a 
discernible shift in United States policy away from insistence 
that national jurisdiction be limited to the 200 meter isobath. 
There is increasing evidence of policy change towards 

(72) accommodating a broader national resource and economic zone. 

"Al though the United States has never e xplicitly 
abandoned the 200 meter isobath as the limit to 
coastal state seabed jurisdiction, it no longer 
insists on it in policy statements. Instead, the 
Government simply delineates the provisions that must 
apply in coastal zones of national resource 
jurisdiction." (73) 

A few instances may be cited to illustrate the favourable 
response of the United States to the EEZ concept. The United 
States delegation to the Caracas Session of the Law o f the 
Sea Conference presented an early declaration accepting a 
200 mile economic zone~ 74 ) Article l paragraph (1) of the 
United States proposal read as follows: 

"The coastal State exercises in and throughout 
an area beyond and adjacent to its territorial 
sea, known as the economic zone, the jurisdiction 
and the sovereign and e x clusive ri ghts ... for the 
purpose of e xploring and e x ploiting the natural 

(7 0 ) " th e l argest gaine r from a 200 mil e f ishing zone would prob a bly 
b e the Un i t ed St a t es . The r easoning is that th i s country a lready 
s uffe rs from some of t h e disadvantages of a 200 mi le zone wi thout 
e njoy i ng any of i ts a dvantages ; tha t is , t he t una i ndustr y as o ur 
mai n d istant wa t e r fl ee t a lready is confron t ed with a 200 mi l e zone ." 
W.T. Burk i n "Fisheries and a New Conference on the Law of the Sea " 
in World Fi s h e r ies Policy (ed . B. Rothschi ld, 19 7 2) 52 at p . 61. 

(71) National Pe troleum Counc i l , Petr o l e um Resources unde r the Ocean F l oor: 
a s uppl e me n ta r y r eport , (1 9 71 ); US Energy Ou t l ook (1 9 72). 

(7 2 ) UN DOC A/ CONF 72/C2/L47. A.L. Ha ll ick "Uni ted States Ocean Politics " 
1 0 San Di e go Law Re vie w (19 7 3), 467 . 

(7 3) Publi c Law 94 - 265 , 94 th Congr ess HR 2 00 . 16 use 1801, ib i d a t p .469 . 

(7 4 ) UN DOC A/CONF 62/C2/L47. 
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resources, whether renewable or non-renewable, 
of the sea-bed and sub-soil and the superjacent 
waters." 

Article 2 then expressed that the outer limit of the stated 
zone "shall not exceed 200 nautical miles from the applicable 
base-lines for measuring the territorial sea." By agreeing 
with the majority of nations represented over this issue, the 
United States hoped to induce a favourable response to its 
main points of interest such as the freedom of navigation 
through international straits for both mercantile and military 
vessels, the right of over-flight and submerged passage 
for submarines even if the straits fell within a 12 mile 
territorial sea. Unilateral claims embracing the 200 mile 
zone concept include a claim by the United States to a 200 
mile "fishing conservation zone". Section 101 of the Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act 1976 (United States) ( 75 ) provides 
that: 

"There is established a zone contiguous to the 
territorial sea of the United States to be known as 
the fishery conservation zone. The inner boundary 
of the fishery conservation zone is a line coterminous 
with the seaward boundary of each of the Coastal States, 
and the outer boundary of such zone is a line drawn in 
such a manner that each point on it is 200 nautical miles 
from the baseline from which the territorial sea is 
measured." 

It has been noted that the principal result of the Geneva Session 
was the preparation of the SNT. Though not constituting agreed 
articles or consensus texts, the SNT encompassed points that 
reflected probable agreement which emerged from informal 
negotiations! 76 ) In particular, Part II of the SNT contained 

. . . 12 ·1 . . 1 ( 77 ) t 1 articles incorporating a -mi e territoria sea, coas a 
S · · d. · h · · t 1 h lf ( 7 B) d tate Juris ict1on overt e entire cont1nen a s e , an an 
exclusive economic zone of 200 miles~ 79 ) Unimpeded passage through 

(75) Public Law 94-265. 94th Congress HR 200, 16 use 1801 
(76) for the participation of the US delegation in the informal negotiations, 

see generally, Stevenson & Oxman "The Third United Nations Conference 
on the Law of the Sea Convention: The 1975 Geneva Session" 
69 Arn. J. Int 'l. L. (1975) , 763. 

(77) ante note (52) 

(78) ibid Articles 72 and 63. 

(79) ibid Article 46. 
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straits( 8 0) and archipelagic sealans( 8l) were provided to 
serve the interests of maritime nations. It may be envisaged 
with a high degree of certainty that Part II of the SNT will 
not be objected to by the United States. 'l'he growing domestic 
economic pressure has caused the United States to modify its 
position and to focus more on resource e xploitation. This 
policy shift in favour of the economic zone concept has further-
more been aided by the geographical fact that its extensive 
coastlines assure the United States of the largest economic 
zone of any nation. 

Therefore, a highly industrialised nation with extensive 
merchant and military fleets has come significantly closer 
to the position of the developing coastal nations as championed 
by Mexico. 

Co-operation between the United States and Me x ico, as developed 
and developing nations respectively, is furthermore featured 
in the e x ploitation of the living and non-living resources 
of the economic zone. The developing nations realise their 
lack of scientific and technological e xpertise and machinery 
which the highly industrialised posses. This disparity of 
knowledge has allowed the latter nations alone to e xploit 
the seabed, consequently causing apprehension among the 
d 1 . . h . 1 . th . D 1 . ( 82 ) eve oping countries. Te Artie es in e Lima ec aration, 

h . f . ( 83 ) d . f h SN"'( 84 ) t e Declaration o Santo Domingo, an in Part III o t e 1 

illustrate the insistence b y this latter group of nations for 
scientific research activities to be requested under some 
legal framework whereby the knowledge gained may be shared with 
them. In this regard, the stance taken by Mex ico may be 
summarised as follows: 

"Scientific research activities in the oceans could 
result in genuine co-ordinated efforts of an 
international nature, since Me xico shares the opinion 

(80 ) ibid Article 34 

(8 1) i bid Artic l e 1 24 (b ) 

(82 ) see 1 0 I LM, 208 (19 71), Reso l u tion 5 . 

(83 ) an t e no t e (4 5). 

(84 ) an t e note (52 ) Ar t i c l es 1 5 , 16 , 1 8 , 20 - 22 . 

I 

I 
' , 
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that such activities do not recognise 
boundaries. Without them, there could be neither an 
objective understanding of the marine pehnomena nor 
a rational development of the ocean resources. Without 
such scientific activities, it might never be possible 
to reach the understanding and agreement which is so 
important among world scientists. The sea, far from 
dividing us, is the element that can best unite us." (85) 

The United States has, in the past decade, consistently 
expressed an awareness of the need of the developing nations 
for improvements in their marine scientific knowledge. In 
the United States draft sea beds treaty of 1970( 86 ) there 
appears in Article 40(m), the following provision which 
authorises the proposed Seabed Authority to: 

"Establish or support such international or regional 
centers, through or in co-operation with other 
international and regional organisations as may be 
appropriate to promote study and research of the 
natural resources of the seabed and to train nationals 
of any contracting party in related science and the 
technology of sea-bed exploration and exploitation, 
taking into account the special needs of developing 
States, parties to this Convention ... 11

• 

Realising that more jurisdiction over scientific research will 
not in itself solve the problem posed by the lack of tech-
nological know-how in developing nations, the United States 
has since advocated "the creation of indiginous scientific 
capability in developing countries where possible, coupled 
with the availability of impartial international assistance 
of both a scientific and a tehcnical nature." ( 87 ) 

(85) J.A. Vargas, "Normative aspects of Scientific Research in the 
Oceans: the case of Mexico". Occasional Paper No 2 3, October, 1974. 
Law of the Sea Institute, University of Rhode Island, 2 at p.15. 

(86) ante note (64). See also US Draft Proposals to the Caracas Session 
of Sea Conference, ante note (72). Article 17 of the Draft reads: 
"An international register of independent fisheries experts shall 
be established and maintained by the Food and Agricultural Organisation 
of the UN. Any developing State, party to the Convention desiring 
assistance may select an appropriate number of such experts to serve 
as fishery management advisers of that State." 

(87) B.H. Oxman, "Major positions, problems and viewpoints regarding the 
needs and interests of developing Stated: the United States position". 
Proceedings of the 7th Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 
University of Rhode Island. June 26-29 (1972) 156 at p.159. 
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It is admitted that some important issues involving the rights 
and duties of nations over the sea and its resources remain 
unsettled. However the need for international co-operation 
stemming from the increasingly obvious interdependence of 
nations is clearly voiced in the worldwide acceptance, both by 
the developed and developing countries of the EEZ concept, 
and their collaboration in the field of marine scientific 
research and technology. The conciliatory maritime policies 
of the United States and Mexico have greatly contributed to 
the progress made in the international law of the sea in 
recent years. 

The International Boundary and Water Commission (United 
States-Mexico) 

This chapter would not be complete without a fuller e xamination 
of the constitution, responsibilities and achievements of a 
bilateral product of the United States and Mexico known as 
the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC). To 
gauge the success of this joint venture, another boundary 
commission, the International Joint Commission or IJC of the 
United States and Canada will form a useful comparison. 

The role of the IBWC in the settlement of the Chamizal dispute 
was referred to earlier on~BB) That episode suggests the 
strength of the conciliatory and co-operative machinery within 
the framework of this Commission. It must be remembered also 
that the very existence of the IBWC is evidence of the United 
States-Mexican determination to co-operate together in the 
settlement of any problem that mi ght arise out of their common 
borders~B 9 ) 

Formation, constitution and powers: The mid-nineteenth Century 
war between the United States and Me xico ended with the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidal go in 1 848 ~9 o) From this Treaty , marking the 

(88 ) an t e pp. 5 - 7 

(89 ) f o r sour ces on the I BWC see D. H . Jordan and J. F . F r iedkin , "In t e rna t ional 
Boundary an d Water Commi ssi on , United Stat es and Mexico ~' in 5 I n t'l 
Con f e r ence on Wate r s f o r Peace (196 7) at p .192 ; 3 Wh i t e man "Diges t 
o f Inte r national Law " (1964 ) pp . 945 - 966. 

(90 ) an t e no t e (9 ) 
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From this Treaty, marking the end of a long period of conflict, 
was created the predecessor to the IBWC, the International 
Boundary Commission (United States-Mexico)~ 9 l) For the 
purposes of defining the boundary, the International Boundary 
Commission was granted jurisdiction over the examination and 
decision of -

"all differences or questions that may arise on 
that portion of the frontier between the United States 
of America and the United States of Mexico where the 
Rio Grande and the Colorado Rivers form the boundary 
line . " ( 9 2) 

The Commission consisted of one Commissioner from each nation 
in charge of his respective national "section"~ 93 ) was 
established on the frontier~ 94 ) had the power to call for 
. f . d . (95 ) d . d .. in ormation an summon witnesses, an its ecision was 
binding on both governments unless one disapproved of that 
decision within one month~ 96 ) 

The United States-Mexican Water Utilisation Treaty of 1944( 97 ) 
made the Commission into its present form, the IBWC. Article two 
of that Treaty establishes the IBWC as an international body 
with each section reporting to its own national foreign office. 
The jurisdiction of the Commission extends over the limitrophe 
(boundary) sections of the Rio Grande and Colorado rivers and 
the land boundary, as well as to the works located on the 
boundary with each section retaining jurisdiction over that 

f k 1 d . h" h 1· . f · · ( 98 ) part o wor s ocate wit in~ e imits o its own territory. 
The IBWC is furthermore provided with powers and duties to 

(91) established by the Convention to facilitate the carrying out of the 
Principles contained in the Treaty of November 12, 1884. March 1st 
1889. 26 STAT 1512, TS No. 232 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

ibid, 

ibid, 

ibid, 

ibid, 

ibid, 

Article 1 

Article 2 

Article 3 

Article 7 

Article 8 

(97) Treaty relating to the Utilisation of the Waters of the Rio Grande 
Tijuana and Colorado Rivers, February 3rd, 1944. 59 STAT 1219 TS No. 994 

(98) ibid, Article 2. 
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initiate and carry on the research, planning, construction 
and supervision of water-works; to implement particular 
agreements and prevent their violation, invoking if necessary, 
the aid of the Courts or other appropriate agencies, and to 
settle differences relating to the interpretations of the 1944 
Treaty~ 99 ) 

Operation: The IBWC is staffed by members from the United 
States and Mexico who are experts in the field of technology 
and engineering. These administrators have continuing respon-
sibilities and have access to a reservoir of expertise and 
experience to ensure a steady administration and to implement 
long-range plans. The Commission basically serves two functions, 
as a resource management and fact finding body and as a third-
party mediator in disputes. 

Firstly, the "resource management" role of the IBWC has 
predominantly beenthe planning, execution and supervision of 
joint United States-Mexican waterways projects designed to 
regulate the energy and water supplies of the boundary rivers. 
A number of such projects have thus far been completed upon 
the supervision of the Commission, in particular, two major 
. t . 1 d (lOO) h . d d 1 in ernationa storage arns on t e Rio Gran e an severa 
smaller diversion darns; . . l . . . (101) two internationa sanitation proJects, 
the Morillo drain diversion canal in 1969 designed to alleviate 
lower Rio Grande salinity; and a series of river rectification 

(102) and flood control programmes. 

The proximity of the IBWC to the border region dictates its 
method of fact finding. From the earliest treaties, the Commission 
and its predecessor were charged with on-site inspection of 
regions where boundary changes occurred~l0 3 ) The Commission 

(99) ibid, Article 24 

(100) the Falcon Dam in 1952 and the Amistad Dam in 1969 

(101) at Douglas-Aqua Prieta in 1948 and at the twin-cities of Nogales in 1951 

(102) these projects are summarised in D.H. Jordan and J.F. Friedkin, ante 
note (89) at pp. 36-45 

(103) Convention of March 1st, 1889, ante note (91), Articles 3 and 4; the 
Treaty of February 3, 1944, ante note (97) Article 24 (a) . In addition, 
the Commissions have taken the responsibility of ascertaining and 
recording the changes of the river channels. 

I 
' , 
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naturally also carries on the initial investigations required 

th . . . ( 10 4 ) . d . . 
by e proJects it supervises. Fiel offices located in 

border cities detect boundary problems through the exercise 

of continuing surveillance over designated sections of the 

border. The Commission gives special attention to matters 

requiring constant observation at the locations where inter-

national problems might arise~lOS) 

The IJC is the northern equivalent of the IBWC. It was 

created for the similar purposes of international resource 

management and dispute settlement arising out of the United 

States-Canadian border~ 1 06 ) It has been noted ante that the 

IBWC has powers to initiate its own investigations which it has 

put to use in expanding programmes of data-collection thereby 

increasing its overall efficiency and effectiveness. In contrast, 

the IJC cannot investigate into a problem until it is referred 

to by the United States or Canada. That the IJC has not been 

granted a planning function is the expressed and intended 

result of the United States-United Kingdom Boundary Waters 

Treaty of 1909(l0 7 ) which forms the charter of the IJC. Article 

IX of that Treaty provides for the initiative to come from the 

government of the United States or Canada, to refer to the IJC 

for examination and to report on "any questions or matters of 

difference arising between them involving the rights, obligations 

or interests of either in relation to the other or to the 

inhabitants of the other along the common frontier". (lOS) 

(104) D.H. Jordan and J.F. Friedkin, ante note (89) at p.2 

(105) ibid. Chapter II of this paper will discuss the fact-finding role of 

the IBWC in the recent settlement of the Colorado River salinity problem. 

Constant observation and recording is required of the "bancos". Treaty 

articles expressly provide the IBWC with this task, see Convention for 

the Elimination of the Bancos from the Effects of the 1884 Treaty, March 

20th, 1905, 35 STAT 1863, TS No. 461; and the Treaty to resolve pending 

Boundary Differences of November 29th 1970, ante note (37). 

(106) for sources on the IJC, see Bilder, "Controlling Great Lakes Pollution: 

a study in United States-Canadian Environmental Co-operation" 70 
Michigan Law Review (1972), 469. See also 3 Whiteman "Digest on 
International Law" (1964) at 722 ff. 

(107) Treaty Relating to Boundary Waters and Questions arising along the 
Boundary with Great Britain, January 11th 1909, 36 STAT 2448, TS No 548. 

Canada did not obtain treaty power until 1923. 

(108) for the recommendation that the IJC be given powers to initiate investig-

ations independently of US and Canadian Governmental Submissions, see 

L.B. Divorsky, "The Management of International Boundary Waters of Canada 
and the United States: a comparative study" 15 Nat. Resources Journal 

(1975) 223. 
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Secondly, although the IBWC is fundamentally an administrative 

body, it acts with a fair degree of independence from the United 

States and Mexican governments and to that extent, functions 

as a third-party dispute resolution forum. The judge or 

arbitrator is however replaced by a staff of legal and scientific 

experts from each nation and has been shown to act not upon 

governmental instruction but as a single body which strives 

towards common solutions and in consideration of joint 

interests~l0 9 ) Coupled with its specialised knowledge and 

direct involvement with the issues of any pending dispute, the 

IBWC as a special arbitral tribunal over international problems, 

has set itself as an ideal example to be followed by other 

similar tribunals. It was precisely this recognition of the 

IBWC's suitability for the settlement of disputes that caused 

the Chamizal problem to be referred to it in the 1911 attempts 

at finding a solution. The departmental memoranda of the 

United States between 1907 to 1910 concerning the form of 

arbitration to be resorted to contained no reference to the 

Arbitration Convention of 1908(llO) between the United States 

and Mexico. Article I of that Convention provided that: 

" ... in case no other arbitration should have been 
agreed upon ... differences which may arise whether of 
a legal nature or relative to the interpretation of 
... treaties ... and which it may not have been 
possible to settle by diplomacy ... shall be referred 
to the Permanent Court of Arbitration established at 
the Hague ... provided that they do not affect the vital 

interests, the independence, or the honour of either of 
the Contracting Parties and do not prejudice the interests 

of a third party." 

The United States agreed to this "Hague procedure" to determine 

the fisheries dispute with the United Kingdom during this 

same period~lll) However, the existence, constitution and 

experience of the International Boundary Commission made that 

body a natural recourse. 

(109) D.H. Jordan and J.F. Friedkin, ante note (89) at p.19. The IBWC may 

be accredited with the settlement of many disputes over the location 

of the fluvial boundary. 

(110) 35 STAT 1997, TS No. 500. See 2 Am.J.Int'l.L. Supp (1908) 300. 

(111) Question relatiing to the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries before the 

Tribunal of Arbitration, The Hague, September 7th, 1910. 
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While on the point of the arbitral role of the IBWC, an 

interesting contrast may be made with the IJC. Article IX of 

the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, it has been seen~ 112 ) 

provides for unilateral references to disputes to be made by 

the United States or Canada. The same Article specifies 

further that the reports of the IJC "shall not be considered 

as decisions of the questions or matters so submitted either 

on the facts or the law, and shall in no way have the character 

of an arbitral award." On the other hand, the decisions 

handed down by the IBWC are binding on the governments unless 
one of them objects within one month~ll 3 ) 

That the IBWC has been placed with powers to initiate its own 

investigations and that its decisions on disputes are to be 

prima facie binding (in contrast to the IJC where these 

elements are absent) suggest the high degree of confidence which 

the United States and Me x ican Governments have entrusted to it. 

That confidence is underlined with the will of the two 

nations to enter into a spirit of co-operation. The IBWC 

would be hindered in its resource management f unctions, and 

be unable to devise a settlement acceptable to both nations 

when that spirit is lacking. The latter failure was illustrated 

in the Chamizal dispute arbitration of 1911 when that will and 
. . b (114) . h h h spirit to co-operate was a sent. Since ten owever, t e 

success of the IBWC in its day to day operations and in the 

arbitration of border disputes reflects the change in United 

Sta tes-Me xican relationships from an attitude of confrontation 

to one of co-operation. 

(112 ) an t e p .19 

(11 3) the Convention o f March 1 s t 1 889 , ante note (91) , Artic l e 8 . 

(11 4 ) an t e pp . 5-7 . 
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CHAPTER II FRESH WATER RESOURCES 

The lands flanking both sides of the United States-Mexican 

border abound with soil favourable for agriculture as a result 

of which large rural communities and a number of major cities 

have developed. However 1 the semi-arid conditions of that 

region have caused the fresh water needed for irrigation and 

human consumption to be wholly derived from the boundary 

rivers and underground waters present. Both these sources 

traverse the common border; the rivers generally flowing 

from north to south and the underground water basin spreading 

under a large part of the United States and Mexico. Geographical 

outlay therefore has required that these waters be shared 

between the two nations. The demands for, the scarcity of, 

and the usage of the water sources have created the cause for 

both actual and potential confrontation between the United 

States and Mexico. The salinity controversy of the River 

Colorado will be discussed first followed by the problem of 

regulating the use of underground waters. 

Boundary rivers: the Colorado River Salinity Problem 

The Colorado River is the mainstay of the agricultural activity 

in the south-western United States and north-western Mexico 

irrigated by its waters. Any matter affecting the supply 

and use of these waters has important political and economic 

as well as legal and technical implications for both nations. 

Realising the need for a bi-lateral agreement to govern the 

use of the River Colorado and other boundary rivers, negotiations 

between the United States and Mexico were begun in 1928(ll5 ) and 

culiminated with a treaty in 1944~ 116 ) 

The 1944 Water Treaty: This Treaty allotted to Mexico an 

annual amount of 1,500 1 000 acre-feet of "the waters of the 

(115) For a discussion of the events leading to the ratification of the 1944 
Water Treaty, see M.B. Holbart, "International Problems of the Colorado 
River" 15 Natural Resources Journal (1975) 11, at pp. 11-14. 

(116) Treaty for Utilisation of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers 
and of the Rio Grande, February 3rd, 1944, 59 STAT 1219; TS No. 894, 
3 UNTS 313 (hereinafter cited as the 1944 Treaty). 

,' 
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Colorado River from any and all sources ,.(ll?) and" ... 
whatever their origin"~llB) The articles provided for the 
quantity of water agreed upon to be delivered to Mexico as the 
lower riparian but failed to express the quality of that 
water~ll 9 ) The quality issue subsequently became the main 
point for differing interpretations of the treaty provisions. 

The 1944 Treaty seemed to prove a good instrument, indeed an 
operative and reasonable one until 1961, when certain interests 
in the State of Arizona (United States) initiated a process 
whereby the waters became polluted. Large tracts of land in 
that State were "washed" by flooding them with water from the 
Colorado River. The water was returned to the same river with 
th 1 t · · · 1 · · ( 12 O ) mb 9 h 19 61 e resu ing increase in sa inity. On Nove er t, , 
Mexico formally protested that "the delivery of water that is 
harmful for the purposes stated in the Treaty constitutes a 
violation of the Treaty" and that "any contamination of 
international water by one of the riparian countries that 
causes damage or loss to the other riparian party is in itself 
an act clearly and specifically condemned by international 
law II (121) Thereafter, Mexico continued to remonstrate over 
the saline pollution of many of its north-western farms. 

The initial response of the United States was that the 1944 
Treaty contained no quality standard concerning the waters to be 
d 1 . d . . . . f h ( 12 2) d e ivere to Mexico, various provisions o t e Treaty an 

(117) ibid, Article 10 

(118) ibid, Article 11. 

(119) in contrast to this Treaty is the Boundary Waters Treaty (US and United 
Kingdom) on January 11, 1909, · ante note (107). That Treaty views 
the waters flowing between the two countries as a natural resource 
to be shared by both countries. It speaks specifically of water 
quality and says in Article IV that "the waters herein defined as 
boundary waters and waters flowing across the boundary shall not be 
polluted on either side to the injury of health or property of the other." 

(120) for a detailed elaboration of the events leading up to the United States-
Mexican salinity conflict in 1961, see M.E. Bulson, "Colorado River 
Salinity Problem: has a solution been found?" 9 International Lawyer 
(1975) 283, at pp. 284-286. 

(121) Note from Embassy of Mexico No. 4012, November 9, 1961. (Files of 
Department of State, unpublished), cited by H. Brownell and S.D. Eaton, 
"The Colorado River Salinity problem with Mexico" 89 Am.J.Int'l.L. (1975) 
249, at p. 250. 

(122) see ante notes (117) and (118) 
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. . f . . (123) testimonies o its negotiators being cited to support the 

argument that a solely quantitative element was agreed on. On 
the Mexican side, it was claimed that by inference, the 1944 

Treaty extended to the delivery of water suitable for use as 
evidenced in particular by a provision expressing that the waters 
were to be for agricultural purposes~ 124 ) 

The problem of International Law: A literal reading of the 
1944 Treaty would support the United States position. As has 
been stated, Article 10 refers to delivering "waters of the 
Colorado from any and all sources ... " which, when interpreted 
literally would mean highly saline water returning to the river 
as drainage and even possible saline ground water pumped into 
the Colorado River. Article 11 reiterates this point by 
stating that the "waters shall be made up of the waters of the 
said river, whatever their origin." 

However, treaty interpretation principles as laid down by the 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties( 125 ) would tend to 

favour the Mexican position. Article 31(1) of that Convention 
states that: 

" ... a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in 
accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the 
terms of the treaty in their context and in the light 
of its object and purpose." 

If the reference to the object and purpose constitutes an 
intrinsic element of interpretation, it is clear that induced 
salinity by certain United States projects constitutes a 
violation of the Treaty in that it prevents the use of that 
water for the agricultural purposes contemplated in the 

(126) agreement. 

(123) for example, see IBWC Commissioner L.M. Lawson in Hearings on the 
Water Treaty with Mexico, before the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations, 79th Cong. 1st Session at p.7 (1945); Counsel for the 
US-IBWC section, F. Clayton, ibid. at p.107. 

(124) the 1944 Treaty, ante note (116), Article 3. 

(125) UN DOC A/CONF 39/27, opened for signature, 23rd May, 1969. 

(126) ante note (124) 
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Another aspect of the Law of Treaties is that they should be 
presumed to have been done in good faith. The failure to recognise 
"good faith" implies the exclusion of the pacta sunt servanda 
principle that establishes the binding power of treaties and 
would amount to the ultimate nullification of all law of treaties. 
It follows that any rights derived from a treaty should be 
exercised reasonably and in a manner that is proper and necessary 
for accomplishing the specified purpose. Treaties must be 
equitable for both parties and one should not strive to secure 
advantage beyond that measure. The preamble of the 1944 Treaty 
stated in part that" ... the utilisation of these waters for 
other purposes (besides navigation) is desirable in the interest 
of both countries ... " and that the specific purpose of the 
Treaty was to obtain a" ... most complete and satisfactory 
utilisation ... " of these waters. The principle of "good faith" 
would necessitate that to satisfy the interests of both the 
United States and Mexico in the utilisation of the Colorado 
river waters, phrases contained in the treaty such as "from 
any and all sources" should be interpreted restrictively. 
Hence, "sources" should refer to waters that proceed from rain 
and thaw produced at any point along the river basin, tributary 
waters and the return-flow from irrigated lands. The return-flow 
should, in accordance with Article I(h) of the 1944 Treaty, 
be recognised as that portion of diverted water that eventually 
finds its way back to the source from which it was diverted. 
Only these and secondary flows occurring in the main channel 
by natural means can be considered as sources. 

There seems to be a dearth of case law material on international 
river pollution. However, some analogous cases of damage to one 
nation caused by the activities of another may be cited. The 
leading case on international liability for pollution is the 
Trail Smelter arbitration~ 127 ) The facts of the dispute were that 
fumes from a Canadian smelter were being blown across the border 
into the United States. An ad hoe tribunal established by 
convention( 128 ) awarded damages to the United States and set up 

(127) Trail Smelter Arbitration (US vs. Canada), 3 UN RIAA 1905 (1949); 35 
Am.J.Int'l.L. (1941), 684. 

(128) Trail Smelter Arbitral Convention (US vs. Canada), April 25th, 1935; 
49 STAT 3245, TS No. 893. 
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a regime to control the emissions. The case may be taken to 
stand for the proposition that: 

" under the principles of international law, as well 
as the law of the United States, no State has the right 
to use or permit the use of its territory in such a 
manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the 
territory of another or the properties or persons therein, 
when the case is of serious consequence and an injury is 
established by clear and convincing evidence." (129) 

The Lake Lanoux arbitration(l 30) between France and Spain 
supports this proposition. In that case, Spain contended that 
certain French development projects which diverted shared 
boundary waters were in contravention of their bilateral treaties. 
The arbitral tribunal set up in settlement of the dispute held 
that: 

" the upstream State has, according to the rules of 
good faith, the obligation to take into consideration 
the different interests at stake, to strive to give them 
all satisfactions compatible with the pursuit of its own 
interests, and to demonstrate that, on this subject, it 
has a real solicitude to reconcile the interests of the 
other riparian with its own." (131) 

United States case law would furthermore support the Mex ican 
claim over the quality of Colorado river waters to be delivered. 
For example, the United States Supreme Court has ruled in regard 
to river pollution between two nations the following: 

"The contention ... that ... a State rightfully may 
divert and use, as she may choose, the waters flowing 
within her boundaries in this interstate stream, regard-
less of any prejudice that this may work to others having 
rights in the stream below her boundary cannot be 
maintained. The river throughout its course in both 
States is but a single stream wherein each State has an 
interest which should be respected by the other." ( 132) 

(129 ) an t e no t e (1 2 7), 3 UN RIAA (1949 ) a t p .1965 , 35 Am. J .Int'l.L. (19 41) a t 
p .716 

(1 30 ) Lac Lano ux Arbi tration (Fr a nce v s . Spain) 1 2 UN RI AA 281 (1 9 57) 53 
Am.J . I nt 'l. L. (195 7) a t p.156. 

(1 31) ibid , 1 2 UN RIAA (1 957 ) a t p.303 ; 5 3 Am.J.Int'l.L. (195 7) at p . 160-161 
(1 32 ) 29 US at p . 466 Ame r ican p ub lici sts may a l so be ci t e d in s upport of 

Mexi co ' s c l a im . Fo r examp l e , see H. R . Farnh am "The law o f Wa t e r a nd 
Wa t e r Rights " i n Be r ker , " Ri ve r s o f In t e r nati onal Law" (1 959 ; D .A. 
Cr an t z , "Uni t e d S t a t es app r oaches to t h e Salinity Proble m on th e 
Colorado Rive r" 1 2 Na tura l Re source s J o urna l (1 9 72 ) 496 , a t p . 506 . 
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The United States defence to the above international law 

position would probably have rested on the "Harmon Doctrine" 
which, simply stated, holds that because of territorial 
sovereignty recognised in international law, the upper riparian 
is under no obligation to lower riparians for any adverse 
effects from waters flowing across their common border~ 133 ) 

However, the international legal principles and case law cited 
above would have decided in favour of Mexico. The key test 
in reaching that conclusion would seem to be one of "reasonable 
use~(l 34 ) though the lower riparian cannot e xpect waters of the 
same quality as the upper riparian, it could expect water 
reasonably usable for the purpose intended, and in the context 
of the Colorado River salinity problem, for agriculture . 

It is to be noted that at the time of the salinity controversy, 
there existed agreements such as the Arbitration Convention of 
1908 (United States-Mexico) (l 35 ) and the Inter-American Arbitration 
Agreement of 1929( 136 ) by which both nations had agreed to 

submit to arbitration any disputes that arose between them. 
Had Me x ico then taken its case to the International Court of 
Justice (ICJ) a decision would probably have been reached in its 
favour. The United States could have invoked the Connally 
Amendment to its reservation on the ICJ Statute;137 ) thereby 

preventing litigation on jurisdictional grounds, but the 
adverse effects on United States-Mex ican relationships of such a 
move would have strongly militated against doing so . The 
awareness by the United States of its liability under international 

(1 33 ) 3 White man , "Digest o f I n t e r nationa l Law " (1964) a t pp . 945 - 1 78 . The 
d octrine was f irst asserte d i n 1895 by US Atto r ney General J udson 
Ha rmon i n response to Mex i co ' s protest agai nst diversion of the Ri o 
Gr ande. Harmon stated that " the case present ed is a novel one ... b u t 
t ha t q ues t ion should be decided as one of po l icy only because , in my 
opin i on , the r ules , p r inci p l es and precedents of internat iona l l aw i mpose 
no liabil ity or obligat ion upon the United S t ates ." 21 Op.Atty . Gen. 2 74 , 
(189 5) a t p . 283 . 

(134) see gen erall y Whi t e man , ibi d at pp. 924 - 925. 

(1 35 ) an t e , n o t e (110 ) 

(1 36 ) 49 STAT 31 52 , TS No. 886 

(1 37) The United S t ates reservati on to the I CJ S t atu te , as ori ginall y appr oved 
by its Senate Commi ttee on Foreign Relat i ons , had exclude d dispu tes 
falling within its domestic jurisdiction. Under the Connally Amendment , 
the determination o f whether a dispute came wi t hin this excl usive doma in 
was to be dete rmined b y the Uni t e d S t ates . For c urrent Ame r ic9n a ttitudes 
t owards t he IC J, see w . P . Rogers "The Rule o f Law and t h e Se ttle me nt of 
Inte rn a tio n a l Di sputes " 64 Am.J. Int 'l.L. Pr oceedings p . 285 i see <;tl ~o L. 
He nkin, 65 Am.J.Int'l.L. (19 71), 374 "The Conn a lly Rese r vation r e visite d 
and h ope full y conta i ne d . " 
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law and the respect of that law, coupled with a firm conviction 
that the salinity problem could best be settled co-operatively 
without third party arbitration, caused the United States to 
disallow the dispute to be adjudicated. Instead, it took a 
number of practical steps to reduce the salinity in order to 
resolve that dispute. 

Reduced salinity by Minutes 218 and 241: A joint Presidential 
announcement in March 1962 e xpressed the urgency of finding a 
mutually satisfactory solution to the salinity p roblem~ 138 ) The 
result was to supply the IBWC with a pool of water and soil 
scientists of the two nations to initiate remedial measures 
within the shortest possible time. From the fact-finding work 
of the IBWC and other studies~ 139 ) the United States and Mexico 
reached a five-year agreement in 1965, embodied in Minute 218 of 
the IBWC~l 4 0) Under this agreement, the salinity of the Colorado 
River was partly reduced by the construction of e x tension channels, 
wells and the release of additional quantities of water from 

. (141) h f h . American storage sources. Te cost o t ese proJects was 
borne solely by the United States. In agreeing to the transitory 
practical solutions contained in the Minute, the two governments 
specifically sought to prevent any altering of their legal 
positions, in a similar vein as the negotiations leading to the 
final settlement of the Chamizal dispute in 1963~ 142 ) Paragraph 
11 of Minute 218 provided that: 

"The provisions of this Minute do not constitute any 
precedent, recognition, or acceptance affecting the 
rights of either country, with respect to the Water 
Treaty of February 3rd, 1944, and the general principles 
of law." 

(1 38 ) b y Pr esi de nt Kennedy (Un i ted St ates ) a nd Pr esident Ma t eos (Mexi co ), 46 
Departmen t o f State Bul letin (1967 ), 542 . 

(1 39) o n th e Un i t e d St a t es i n i tiative , a committee of f o urteen with r ep r esen -
tatives o f the seven Co l o r ado River Bas i n S t a t es was f o rme d t o a dvi se 
the Depa r tmen t o f State on ma tte r s per t a i n i ng t o the p r ob lem in q uestion . ,· 
See H. Br ownell an d S .D. Ea t on , ante , no t e (1 2 1) at p . 250 . 

(140) 21 UST 24 78 , a t p . 2481; TIAS No. 6988 

(141) f or furth e r e l abor ati on, see M. B . Hol b urt, "In t e r national Pr oble ms o f the 
Co l orado River " 1 5 Natura l Resources J o urnal (19 75 ) 11, at pp . 1 5 -16 . 

(1 42 ) a nte , pp . 8 -11 
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This Minute was extended in its operation for two additional years 
till it was replaced by Minute 241 of the IBWC on July 14th, 
1972~ 143 ) The effect of this later agreement was to reduce the 
salinity of the Colorado River waters further by stipulating 
the construction of more drainage canals and increasing the 
supply of water from the United States reservoirs~ 144 ) 

Permanent solution in Minute 242 and its significance: Following 
further communications between Mexico and the United States 
in 1972 in which the former pressed for a prompt and permanent 
settlement of the salinity controversy, a joint communique 
was issued on June 17th 1972(l4S) by Presidents Nixon (United 
States) and Echeverria (Mexico). This communique affirmed 
will of the United States to find a definitive solution to 
problem, and of Me x ico to consider the resulting proposal. 
negotiations that ensued evidenced ilie agreement by the 
representatives of both nations on several counts. They 
recognised that the principal issue relating to the quality 

the 
the 

The 

. (146) of delivered waters should not be confused by secondary issues 
and it was a mutual aim to conclude an early practical and 
politically acceptable solution to that issue. Both sides 
furthermore believed that a prompt, practical, bilateral 
solution was highly preferable to iliird-party arbitration as it 
would save time, maintain good will and avoid uncertainty. The 
outcome of these negotations was Minute 242 of the IBWC on 
August 30th, 1973~ 147 ) By its provisions, Me xico was guaranteed 
the amount of Colorado River waters stipulated by the 1944 
Treaty but with the level of salinity reduced to a degree that 
eliminated ilie previous adverse effects of the water on the 
Me xican farmlands. This was to be accomplished b y the constructim 

(14 3 ) 6 7 Departme nt o f Sta t e Bulle t in (19 72 ) 66 , pp . 197 -199 ; 23 US T 1 286 
TIAS No . 7404 

(144) f or furthe r e l abor a tion on Mi n ute 241, see M.B. Ho lburt, an t e no t e (1 41) 
a t pp . 1 7-18 . 

(14 5 ) 67 Departmen t o f Stat e Bulleti n (1 9 72 ), 66 p . 203 . 

(14 6 ) as to these second a r y iss ues that a r ose o ut o f the negotatio n s , see 
M.B. Holburt, a nte note (1 41), pp . 17-18 . 

(147) TS No . 778 ; 1 2 ILM 1105 ; 68 Arn.J.In t'l.L. (1 9 74 ), 376. For a de taile d 
di scussi o n o f t he f act-fi nding p r ogrammes and nego t iations l e ading to 
Minute 24 2 , see i b i d a t pp. 263- 268 . 
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of a lined bypass drain carrying the saline wastes of certain 

United States drainage projects to the sea, the building of a 

huge desalination plant and other necessary works all of which 

were to be funded by the United States. In addition, the United 

States pledged its support of Mexican efforts to obtain appropriate 

financing for the improvement and rehabilitation of the affected 

farming region. Both nations agreed to consult each other prior 

to any undertaking of a new development involving water 

resources that might adversely affect the other country~l 4 B) 

Minute 242 represents a continuation of the new trend in 

amicable United States-Mexican relations initiated by the 

Chamizal Settlement. Of the salinity dispute which that 

Minute settled, the following description has been made in the 

United States Senate that: 

"No other issue in recent times has so troubled our 
relations (with Mexico); no other problem has so 
taxed our determination to seek mutually satisfactory 
solutions to common problems; no other problem has 
so tested the sincerity and ingenuity of our diplomats; 
and no other problem has so challenged the mutual 
respect and goodwill that our two countries have for 
each other." (149) 

There is therefore ample justification for a concluding remark 

made of this latest agreement, namely that, it was "a mile 

stone in the history of [United States] relationships with the 

Latim American countries and [was] a very important friendly 

and amicable settlement of a dispute that has been very 

irritating." (lSO) 

Two other observations involving the development of the 

international law of rivers may be gleaned from the agreement 

in Minute 242. Firstly, it impliedly recognises and thereby 

supports the growing customary legal principle that an upper 

riparian owes a duty to the lower riparian to insure the delivery 

(148) see Minute 242 ibid. generally. 

(149) 120 Congress Records S-10371, cited by H. Brownell and S.D. Eaton, 

ante note (121), at p.249. 

(150) us Ambassador to Mexico, H. Brownell; 69 Department of State Bulletin 

392, at p. 394. 
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of water that is of a quality that will not harm the lower 
riparian's interests and will allow the lower riparian to make 
a reasonable use of that water. Secondly, the Minute has set 
the stage for the possible conclusion of a United States-Mexican 
treaty embodying the concept of an integrated river basin. This 

t h · d · · · (151) concep as receive increasing support in recent years, 
and may be amplified as follows: "a system of rivers and lakes 
in a drainage basin should be treated as an integrated whole 
(and not piecemeal) "~ 152 ) Early United States policy toward 
river basins was pervaded by the "Harmon doctrine" of territorial 
sovereignty; the United States felt that it was under no 
obligation to be concerned with Mexico's riparian interests~ 153 ) 
But the recent succession of joint agreements culminating with 
Minute 242 has evidenced an evolution away from that policy 
towards one of greater comity. An adoption of the integrated 
river basin concept by the United States and Mexico would be in 
line with the prevailing spirit of co-operativeness for it would 
spell a recognition that their common resources and common 
problems require a cowmon approach by the two nations. This 
concept which inherently cuts across political boundaries, 
provides no rigid formula for solving such problems, but rather 
creates an atmosphere condusive to the settlement of disputes 
at their early stages. The future development of an integrated 
river basin across both sides of the United States-Mexican 
border is further aided by the fact that a regional agency in the 
form of the IBWC already exists. The powers of the IBWC could 
be expanded to deal with the problems affecting the Colorado 
River basin and could be the centre for a mutual exchange of 
information and technological expertise to better conserve and 
utilise the natural resources of that basin. In conclusion, it 
is reiterated that the possibility now open to the adoption of 
the integrated river basin concept would not have been feasible 
but for the current trend of co-operation between the United 
States and Mexican governments as depicted in their mutual 
settlement of the Colorado River salinity problem. 

(151) see Shapiro-Libai, "The Development of International River Basins: 
Regulation of Riparian Competition" 45 Indiana Law Journal (1969-70), 20. 

(152) International Law Association, Report of the 48th Conference (New York) 
(1959) at p. viii. 

(153) anta, note (137) 
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Groundwaters: border-region water basin problem 

Acq uifers or underground water basins traverse the international 

border and extend under many of the American south-western 

and Mexican north-western States. Groundwater is an important 

fresh water resource in this semi-arid region. However, this 

resource is a finite or limited one, being accumulated by 

geographical processes taking a long period of time. It should 

therefore be sparingly used. As any groundwater tapping affects 

the level of groundwater of the whole acquifer, both the United 

States and Me xico need to derive a common agreement over the 

regulation and utilisation of these waters. 

The present problem involving the groundwater of the United 

States-Mex ican border area has roots in both sociological and 

technological developments. Population influxes in south-

western United States cities has been complemented by population 

increases in the Me x ican cities of the border-area and b y 

expanded farming operations in the northern Mexican States. 

Increased utilisation of groundwater is also demanded by 

Mex ico's border industrialisation prograrnrne~ 154 ) In addition, 

modern technological improvements provide for wells which tap 

water formerly unavailable for the developmental needs of this 

arid area. It has become increasingly evident that the future 

of man in this region is largely dependent on the proper control 

and use of this precious water resource. 

The groundwater utilisation problem constituted a minor issue 

in the negotiations preceding the settlement of the River 

Colorado salinity issue in Minute 242. However, it was eventually 

found to be connected with th e main issue as a portion of allotted 
surface waters to Me x ico was obtained f rom American wells!lSS) 

Certain provisions in Minute 242 currently constitute the only 

(154 ) see pos t pp. 66 - 70 

(1 55 ) these g r oundwater delive r ies acco un ted for appr o xi ma t e l y 1 40 , 000 o f 
th e 1, 500 , 000 ac r e - fee t t o be de live r ed annu a lly to Mexi co unde r the 
1944 Treat y . H. Browne ll and S . D. Ea t on , an t e note 1 2 1 a t p . 261 no t e 20 . 
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official action taken to regulate the use of border groundwaters. 

These provisions (i) limit each side to 160,000 acre-feet of 

groundwater pumping within five miles of the Arizona-Sonora 

boundary (the San Luis area) pending the conclusion of a 

comprehensive groundwater agreement~ 156 ) (ii) require the United 

States and .Mexico to consult with each other "prior to 

undertaking any new development of either the surface or the 

groundwater resources, or undertaking substantial modifications 

of present developments, in its own territory in the border 

area that might adversely affect the other country." ( 15 7 ) 

It is therefore seen in Minute 242, provision for further 

negotiations between the two nations on the border groundwater 

problem. The existence between the United States and Mex ico 

of both bilateral and multilateral agreements for the peaceful 

and orderly adjustment of controversies especially through means 

of arbitration and compromise, coupled with the already 

developed tradition of diplomatic negotiation, facilitate the 

creation of a separate groundwater treaty in the n e ar future. 

Another important factor that enhances the conclusion of such a 

treaty is the e x istence of the IBWC. The successful history and 

work of this Commission has already been elucidated(l 5S) and 

it would not be difficult to accept the proposition that the 

IBWC would form the ideal resolution forum for any disputes 

pertaining to a groundwater treaty between the United States and 

M . ( 159) h d . . 1 h 
e x ico. Te IBWC recommen ations are equiva ent tote 

(156 ) Minute 242 , ante note (147) Arti cle 5 . The amount was de r ived from the 

maximum p ump i ng capacity o f Me xi can p ump ins t a ll a tions i n the a r ea i n 19 7 3 

(1 5 7) i b id, Arti c l e 6 . The requ i r e ment of noti fication o f con t e mplated 
wo rks whi ch might adve r se l y a f fect the o ther coun try i s consis t e nt 
with the r ecommendation c on t ained i n Arti cle XXI X, paragr aphs (1) and 

(2 ) o f th e "He l s i nki Rules " on the Uses o f t he Wate r s o f I n t ern a tio n a l 

Rive r s adopt e d by the I n t ernational Law Association in 1966 . Report of 

t he 52nd Con f e r ence h e ld a t He l s i nk i 1966 , 48 4 a t p.51 8 (196 7). The 
He l s i nki Rul es h ave nev e r been presen t e d to governme nts f or appr oval 

o r a doption and thus h ave no f o rma l l egal s t a ture. 

(158 ) ante , pp. 24-29 

(159 ) see L.C . Sepulveda , "Imp l ications f or the Future Deve l opmen t o f Vi able 

I n t e r nation a l I ns t i tu t i ons ", 15 Na tural Resources , 21 5 . 
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decision of a third party arbitrator and are founded on an 
adequate technical basis. These elements of neutrality and 
expertise would make the recommendations more acceptable to 
each government. A jurisdictional increase in the powers of the 
IBWC to regulate the underground water basins would ensure 
that no only the utilisation of surface waters but of ground-
waters as well would be determined under one bi-national body 
for the benefit of a region that stretches across both sides 
of the United States-Mexican border. 

Hence the common sharing of underground water resources by the 
United States and Mexico provides another opportunity to further 
illustrate the growing spirit of interdependence and co-operation 
between these two nations. 
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CHAPTER III ECONOMIC POLICIES 

Any study on the inter-relationship between developed and 
developing nations would have to form, as its main content, 
economic and consequently certain politically, socially and 
legally related issues. This chapter proposes firstly to 
highlight these issues, both previous and current, occurring 
in United States-Mexican relations with a discussion on the 
"Calvo Clause". Next, some Mexican and United States 
economic policies will be observed in turn. Lastly, the 
economic views of these two nations will be seen on a 
multi-lateral level, particularly in the light of various 
Inter-American organs and instruments and the UN Charter of 
Economic Rights and Duties of States. It is to be borne in 
mind that whole volumes may be devoted to the issues concerned 
here; for our present purposes, only a brief study will be 
afforded but sufficient to adequately reveal the changing 
trend from confrontation to cooperation represented in United 
States and Mexican policies over the last half a century. 

Economic, political and legal implications of the Calvo Doctrine. 

The Calvo clause is closely related to, and a result of, the 
development and exploitation of the natural resources in the 
less developed nations that occurred in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century and early part of this century. This 
exploitation took the form of outright colonisation in various 
forms and degrees in some under developed areas; where 
independent governments existed it came in the form of large 
foreign investments and a consequent migration of foreigners 
to these nations to supervise and direct the development of 
their natural resources. This investment and migration were 
both necessary and mutually profitable. However they inevitably 
created a certain amount of tension and conflict between the 
resident aliens and the local (or native) governments. The 
tension and conflict were greatly enhanced by the chronic 
social, economic and political instability that characterised 
many of these under developed nations. The instability and 
disorder in turn led inevitably to a number of injuries to the 
persons and property of resident aliens. Judicial machinery 
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was often provided to redress these wrongs but the resident 
aliens tended to question the merit of foreign justice. The 
pressures thus created led to the institution of procedures 
by which citizens abroad could appeal to their governments 
for protection of their persons, property and rights. It was 
from these beginnings that the institution of diplomatic 

. f . . b d . . d(l60) protection o citizens a roa originate . The under-
developed or developing nations, in protest to this institution 
which they deemed as foreign intervention in their sovereign 
jurisdiction, embraced what is popularly known as the Calvo 
Doctrine. 

The Calvo Doctrine: Based on the generally accepted rules 
of national sovereignty, equality of nations and territorial 
jurisdiction, two cardinal principles constitute the core of 
this Doctrine. Firstly, sovereign nations, being free and 
independent, enjoy the right on the basis of equality, to 
freedom from "interference of any sort" by other nations, whether 
by force or diplomacy. Secondly, aliens are not entitled to 
rights and privileges not accorded to nationals and they may 
therefore seek redress for grievances only before local courts~ 161 ) 

The Mexican position: This Doctrine was enthusiastically 
received in Mexico as in other Latin American nations. A failure 
to win international acceptance of the Doctrine on its own 

· (162 ) 11 d h . t t . d . merits compe e t ese nations to resor o various evices 
and techniques for its implementation. Mexico's participation 
includes the embodiment of the Doctrine by treaty; 163 ) in its 

(160) for a historical evolution of the institution of diplomatic protection, 
see E.M. Borchard "The Diplomatic Protection of Citizens Abroad" (1915) 
pp. 836-838; J. Cuthbert "Nationality and Diplomatic Protection: 
the Commonwealth of Nations" (1969), pp. 2-4. See also E.M. Borchard 
"Limitations on Coercive Protection" 21 Am.J.Int'l.L. (1927) p.303, A.V. 
Freeman, "Recent aspects of the Calvo Doctrine and the challenge to 
International Law" 40 Am.J.Int'l.L. (1946) 144. 

(161) 5 Hackworth "Digest of International Law" (1940-1944) 635; D.R. Shea 
"The Calvo Clause: a Problem of Inter-American and International Law 
and Diplomacy" (1955) pp. 16-20. 

(162) L.M. Summers "The Calvo Clause" 19 Virginia Law Review (1933) 464; K. 
Lipstein "The Place of the Calvo Clause in International Law" 22 
British Yearbook of Int'l Law (1945) 130. 

(163) for example, the Treaty of December 5th 1882 between Mexico and Germany, 
Article 18(2), cited in A.V. Freeman "The International Responsibility 
of States for Denial of Justice" (1938) pp. 491-492. 
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d t . l (164) b . . (165) omes ic aws, y contractual stipulation, and has given 
l't t' . 1 t (166 ) d · · cons itutiona s atus. A goo illustration of the Doctrine 
in operation is the inclusion of a Calvo clause in contracts 
made between the Mexican government and foreign investment 

(167) enterprises. In the North American Dredging Company case, 
the dispute before the United States-Mexican Claims Commission( 168 ) 
was whether the United States government had a right to forward 
a claim against Mexico on behalf of an American corporation for 
alleged breaches of a dredging contract, in view of a term in 
that contract which read as follows: 

"The contractor and all persons who, as employees or in 
any other capacity, may be engaged in the execution of 
the work under this contract ... shall be considered 
as Mexicans in all matters .... They shall not claim, 
nor shall they have ... any other rights or means to 
enforce the same than those granted by the laws of the 
Republic to Mexicans, nor shall they enjoy any other 
rights than those established in favour of Mexicans. 
They are consequently deprived of any rights as aliens, 
and under no conditions shall the intervention of foreign 
diplomatic agents be permitted, in any matter related to 
this contract." (169) 

As to the doctrine being included as a constitutional provision, 
Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution of 1917 states that the 
acquisition of lands and waters, and the exploitation of mines, 
waters and combustible minerals present in Mexico are to be 
reserved only to Mexican nationals, but the Government may 
grant the same rights to foreigners on the condition that they 
agree: 

" to be considered as nationals [of Mexico] in respect 
to said properties and not to invoke, on account of the 

(164) for example, the Organic Law of Section 1 of Article 27 of the 
Constitution; the law to promote Mexican investment and regulate 
foreign investments, Diario Oficial, Mexico, March 9, 1973. 

(165) post, note (167) 

(166) Article 27 Fraction I, the Mexican Constitution of 1917. 

(167) United States (North American Dredging Company) v. United Mexican States 
Opinions of the Commissioners, I (September 8th, 1923) pp. 21-22. 

(168) established under the General Claims Convention of September 8th, 1923; 
43 STAT 1730, TS No. 678 

(169) ante note (167) at p.22 
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same, the protection of their Governments for 
anything referring to them, under the penalty, in case 
of breach of the agreement, of losing to the benefit of 
the nation [that is, a reversion of titles to the Mexican 
government] the property which they shall have acquired 
by virtue of the same [agreement]." (170) 

It will later be shown how Mexico has reinterpreted the Calvo 
Doctrine and the clause embodying it in a manner which is 
more acceptable to those developed nations with foreign invest-
ment interests in Mexico such as the United States. 

The United States position: The United States has been the 
main protagonist of the opposition to the validity of the 
Calvo Doctrine~l 7l) Its position on the Doctrine, like that 

of Latin American nations, is tied to its general attitude 
toward the institution of diplomatic protection. The United 
States has felt that abolishing the right to intervene 
diplomatically, without substituting an acceptable alternative, 
would leave its citizens at the mercy of natice justice, which 
often does not measure up to what it considers as international 
minimum standards. This attitude of the United States may best 
be illustrated by reference to the diplomatic exchange of notes 
that have dealt with this controversy~ 172 ) For instance, 
United States Secretary of State, Kellogg, in a communication 
directed to the Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs on January 
28th, 1926, expressed in detail the United States position: 

" [in] the past, this Government has frequently 
notified the Mexican Government that it does not admit 
that one of its citizens can contract by declaration or 
otherwise to bind his own government not to invoke its 
rights under the rules of international law. Under the 
rules applicable to intercourse between States, an injury 
done by one State to a citizen of another State through 
a denial of justice is an injury done to the State whose 
national is injured. The right of his State to extend 
what is known as diplomatic protection cannot be waived 
by the indjvidual. If States by their unilateral acts 
or citizens by their individual acts were permitted to 

(170) ante, note (166) 

(171) P.C. Jessup "A Modern Law of Nations, an Introduction" (1968) p.111. 

(172) see 6 Moore "A Digest of International Law" (1906) pp. 293-301. 
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modify or withhold the application of the principles 
of international law, the body of rules established 
by the custom of nations as legally binding upon 
states would manifestly be gradually broken down." (173) 

However, it should be noted that while the United States 

considers the Calvo clause to be ineffective as a bar to its 

diplomatic intervention, its position, as will later be 

e xamined, does not regard the clause as superfluous, illegal 

or futile. 

A compromise of conflicts: Mex ico, the leader of the Latin 

American nations in the Calvo Doctrine controversy has, since 

its early attemp ts at gaining international recognition of the 

Doctrine in its broad interpretation, modified its position 

by accepting two major qualifications. The event of a real 

denial of justice is now regarded as an e xception to the 

operation of the Calvo clause. Furthermore, Mex ico has 

admitted that the clause, in comtemporary international law, 

probably does not bind the State of the alien from intervening, 

but does bind the alien from seeking such intervention. These 

concessions were admitted in a note by the Me xican Foreign 

Minister, Saenz, to the United States Secretary of State, 

Kellogg, on October 7th, 1926. That note read as follows: 

"The Me x ican government therefore does not de ny that 
the American Government is at liberty to intervene for 
its nationals; but that does not stand in the way o f 
carrying out an agree~ent under which the alie n agrees 
not to be the party asking for the di p lomatic 
protection of his government. In case of infringement 
of any international duty such as a denial of justice 
would be, the right of the American government to take 
with the Mex ican government appropriate action to seek 
atonement for injustice or injury which may have been 
done to its nationals would stand unimpaired. Under 
these conditions neither would the American government 
have failed to protect its nationals nor the Mexican 
government to comply with its laws." (174) 

The United States has responded favourably to this Me xican 

(1 73 ) Rights of American citizens in certain oil lands in Mexico , Senate 

Executive Document No . 96 , 69th Congress 1st session (1926 ) pp . 22 - 23 . 

(1 74 ) U. S . Departmen t of State , "American Property Rights in Mexico " 
(Washington DC, 1926 ) p .1 4 , cited by D. R . Shea , ante , note (1 61) 
at p.37. 
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compromise. The United States Government has not opposed 

the Calvo clause to the e x tent of attempting actively to 

discourage its inclusion in contracts. This is in recognition 

by the United States of the rights of another Government to 

prescribe the contractual terms between that Government and 

aliens; and after those terms in which a certain privilege 

is denied have been accepted, the United States will not demand 

the annulment of the disabling provision~l 7S) More importantly, 

the United States Department has interpreted the clause narrowly, 

thereby reconciling it to what the United States considers 

as the rules of international law, and granting to it a limited 

degree of validity. In effect, this interpretation accepts 

the principle that, although the clause does not modify the 

ri ghts of the State under international law, it does serve to 

abrogate any rights that are possessed by the individual in 

the matter. In a memorandum on March 27th, 1908, to the 

United States President concerning "the American attitude 

towards the Calvo Clause" Secretary of State Root asserted: 

"It is true that the claimant company itself waived all rights 

of diplomatic intervention as far as it was concerned ..... (176 ) 

This statement would place the United States in agreement 

with the contentions of the Me xican Foreign Minister Saenz 

that under the contemporary rules of international law, the 

Calvo clause, although not binding upon the State, does bind 

the individual~l 77 ) The United States position may in addition 

(1 75 ) see 6 Moore "Digest of I nternational Law " (1906 ) p . 289 , E . M. Borchard 
an t e no t e (160 ) a t p . 796. 

(176 ) see 5 Hackworth "Digest of I nternati onal Law " (1943) p . 636. See 
s t a t e ment to t he same eff ec t in "correspondence relating to wrongs done 
to Ame r ican ci t izens by the Government of Venezuela ", (Senate Executive 
Document No . 41 3 , 60 th Congress , 1st session , 1908 ) p. 116 

(177) ante , no t e (174 ). The correspondence between the United States and 
Mexico in re l a tion to Mexican agrarian and petr oleum laws of the 
1920 ' s has been inte r preted by several authori t ies as having reached 
agr eemen t on thi s compromise. See L. M. Summe r s , ante note (162 ) a t p . 471. 
C . C . Hy de "Conce r n i ng a tte mp t s by Contract to Restric t Inte r posi t ion", 
21 Am. J. Int 'l.Law (1927 ) pp . 298 - 301. 
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be illustrated by the 1961 Harvard Draft Convention on International 

Responsibility~l?S) Article 22(5) of the draft convention 

states that: 

"(5) No claim under this Convention may be presented 
by a claimant with respect to any injury 

(a) if prior to his acquisition of property rights or 
of a right to exercise a profession or occupation in the 
territory of the State responsible for the injury, 
or as a condition of obtaining rights under a contract 
with, or a concession granted by that State, the alien 
to whom such rights were accorded agreed to waive such 
claims as might arise out of a violation by the 
respondent state of any of the rights thus acquired." 

That the individual, as the claimant, has waived his right 

to petition for diplomatic protection is recognised here. The 

United States Department of State has gone further to indicate 

that the existence or non-existence of a Calvo clause will be 

influential in determining whether or not it will take steps 

on behalf of the individual~ 179 ) However, this is probably as 

far as the United States position will advance in accepting the 

Calvo Doctrine, and in the foreseeable event of Mexico continuing 

to join the mainstream of Latim American nations in pressing 

for the recognition of the full and broad interpretation of 

that doctrine, this controversy is as yet unsettled. 

Yet, the compromise thus far arrived at has created ample 

impetus for the continual growth of United States foreign 

investments in Mexico. It would be safe to assert that the 

compromise has, through its continued application over the last 

(178) Draft Convention on the International Responsibility of States for 
Injuries to Aliens Draft No. 12, April 15th, 1961. Reporters Sohn and 
Baxter, Harvard Law School, pp. 186-187; 55 Arn.J.Int'l.L. (1961) 
pp. 578-579. With regard to another draft Convention attempting to 
state the international legal position on the Calvo clause, see 
Article 10 of the Special Rapporteur Garcie-Amador's draft to the 
International Law Commission in 1961, "Revised draft on international 
responsibility of the State for injuries caused in its territory to the 
person or property of Aliens" UN DOC A/CN 4/ 34/Add l. Disagreement 
on the status of the Calvo Clause, among other issues, contributed to 
the failure of the ILC to make any progress in the codification of 
this sphere of international law. 

(179) 5 Hackworth "Digest of International Law" (1943), p.637. 
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fifty years, formed the status quo which will not be lightly 

shaken. This assertion gains greater significane in view of 

the fact that the compromise has been the rule of law laid down 

in the most recent international arbitral decisions involving 
the validity and effectiveness of the Calvo clause~lBO) 

Non-intervention: One other point may be stated here in 
conjunction with the non-intervention concept embodies in the 

Calvo Doctrine. The United States, under the impetus of the 

Roosevelt Corollary had frequently adopted a policy of inter-
vention in the politics of Latin American nations. These nations 
treated such intervention as acts of aggression which infringed 

their territorial and sovereign rights. The international 
conferences of American States were the forums during which 

attempts were made to cause United States acceptance of both 
the non-intervention and equality principles of the Calvo 
Doctrine. The preceding discussion on the latter principle 
has shown that a compromise has been reached, but as to the 

former, non-intervention, Mexico and the other Latin American 
nations have achieved complete success in causing the United 

States to adopt a policy of non-intervention in their domestic 
. (181) affairs. It was only after seven Inter-American Conferences 

that theUnited States accepted, without qualifications, the 
Calvo principle of non-intervention. At the international 
conference of American States at Buenos Aires in 1936, the Non-
Intervention Protocol was proposed and signed by all twenty-one 
delegations including the United States. Article I of that 

(180) the United States (North American Dredging Company of Texas) v. the 
United Mexican States, ante note (167), the United States (International 
Fisheries Company) v. The United Mexican States, Docket No. 625, Opinion 
rendered in July 1931, opinions of Commissioners III, pp. 207-286; 
Great Britain (Mexican Union Railway Ltd) v. the United Mexican States 
Decision No. 21, February 1930, Decisions and Opinions of the CornrnissioneB 
pp. 157-175, Great Britain (Interoceanic Railway of Mexico et al) v. 
the United Mexican States, Decision No. 53, Further Decisions and 
Opinions of the Commissioners, pp. 118-135, rendered on June 18th, 1931, 
Great Britain (Veracruz Railway Ltd) v. United Mexican States decided on 
July 7th, 1931, ibid pp. 207-211; Italy (Ornato Pitol) v. the United 
Mexican States, Decision No 107 (unpublished), cited by D.R. Shea, ante 
note (161) at pp. 254-255 

(181) for an elaborate survey of the non-intervention principle before the 
Inter-American Conferences, see D.R. Shea, ante note (161) at pp. 64-72. 
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Protocol reads: 

"The High Contracting Parties declare inadmissible the 
intervention of any of them, directly or indirectly, 
and for whatever reason, in the internal or external 
affairs of any of the other parties. 
The violation of the provisions of this Article shall 
give rise to mutual consultation with the object of 
exchanging views and seeking methods of peaceful 
adjustment." (182) 

The importance placed on this principle as essential to fostering 
friendly intra-American relations is seen by its inclusion in 
the Charter of the Organisation of American States~ 183 ) Article 
15 of Chapter III of the Charter provides that: 

"No State or group of States has the right to 
intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason 
whatever in the internal or external affairs of any 
other State. The foregoing principle prohibits not 
only armed force but also any other form of inter-
ference or attempted threat against the personality of 
the State or against its political, economic and cultural 
elements." 

The language used in this Article is stronger than what appears 
in the Non-Intervention Protocal 1936. It applies to actions 
of a "group of States" as well as of one State, and it contains 
the additional phrase forbidding "any other form of interference" 
or threats against a State, all of which would appear to have 
firmly entrenched the non-intervention principle as interpreted 
and recognised by the Latin American nations. This unreserved 
acceptance by the United States of that principle has had the 
following result: 

"The reorientation of the United States foreign policy 
toward the American republics has undoubtedly paid 

(182) Inter-American Juridical Yearbook (1950-1951) p. 166. The United 
States ratified on July 15th, 1937, 51 us STAT L.41(1937) . This 
principle was reaffirmed at Lima by the Eighth International Conference 
of American States in a resolution adopted on December 24th, 1938 
(Resolution ex, the International Conferences of American States, 
1st supplement, pp. 309-310). It was again reaffirmed in Resolution 
XCV (The Declaration of Caracas) of the Tenth International Conference 
of American States (1954). 

(183) signed at the Ninth International Conference of American States at 
Bogota in 1948. The International Conferences of American States, 
Second supplement, pp. 331-348, ZUST 2394, 119 UNTS 3. 
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rich dividends in the advancement of the economic 
and security interests of the Western Hemisphere. Even 
more important ... the Good Neighbour Policy [of the 
United States] has resulted in the acceptance of one of 
the cardinal Calvo principles, non-intervention, as 
perhaps the basic principle governing international 
relations in the Americas." ( 184) 

On hindsight, it may be observed that it was in the United 

States national interest to have adopted a policy of non-

intervention. Intervention frequently leaves few positive 

ff t 1 . h f . (185) . h e ec s, as was recent y seen in t e case o Vietnam. Wit 

regard to Mexico, history has shown that United States withdrawal 

of military intervention permitted Mexico "to gain its own 

experience with success and mistakes that would eventually 

k . . t f h bl . . . . (186) ma e it in o one o t e most sta e nations in Latin America. 

A politically stable nation enhances its economic development. 

This in turn ensures the proper utilisation of that nation's 

natural resources, its participation in the international 

economic sphere as both contributor and marketer, and has 

the overall effect of encouraging goodwill, cooperation and 

peace within the community of nations. 

Me x ico's Economic policy: 
foreign investment. 

from e xpropriation to fosterin g 

A study of t~x ican economic policy as reflected in its laws 

governing foreign investment cannot ignore the importance of 

historical conte x t in which that policy has developed. Mex ico 

affords an e xcellent e xample of the thesis that many p rovisions 

found in legal systems are "clear manifestations of attempts to 

d 1 . . h ' . 1 . . ,,(lB?) h h ' f ea with given istorica situations. Te istory o 

(1 84) Dr Sh ea , an t e , no t e (161) a t p. 70 . 

(1 85 ) see R.A. Falk "In t e r nati onal Law and the United S t ates Role in the 
Vietnam Wa r" 75 Yal e L .J. (1966 ) 1 085 ; C . F . Murph y j r. "Vietn am: a 
study of l aw and pol i ties ", 36 Fordham Law Review (1968 ), 453 . 

(1 86 ) J.W. Wi lk i e in "Recent Deve l opments in Mexico and their Economi c 
imp l ica t ions f or the Uni t e d States ", Hear ings bef ore t h e s ub-committee 
on I nter-Ameri can Economic Re l a tionships o f the Joint Economi c Committee , 
95th Congress 1st session (1 9 77) 17 and 24 19 77, p . 9 (hereinaf ter 
cited as "Hearings ") . 

(18 7) R . Bati za , "Curren t Atti tudes on Mexico ' s Trea tment o f the Foreign 
Enterpr ise ", 17 Ru tgers Law Revi ew (1963), 365 at p.366 . 
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Mexican economic development is filled with incidents of 

foreign exploitation. After the establishment of the Mexican 

republic in 1957, foreign investment capital flowed into 

Mexico in increasingly large amounts. During the dictatorship 

of President Diaz, which was ended by the 1910 Revolution, 
(188) 

such investment increased at an even greater rate. Although 

many factors led to the Revolution, resentment against foreign 

e xploitation of economic resources and foreign control of much 

of the nation's land must be rated as prime causal factors. 

This is evidenced in the Articles of the Me xican Constitution 

of 1917~ 189 ) The deep impression rooted in the Mexican 

consciousness by the history of foreign exploitation is of 

great importance to any study of the present-day investment 

situation. Other influencing factors include nationalism and 

the effect of special pressure groups. One analyst has 

succinctly pointed out that whatever reasons for Mex ico's 

attitude towards foreign investment are suggested, they 

"represent only partial aspects of a more complex situation -

the painful historical process of a country moving in the 

direction of becoming a fully integrated nation."(l 90) This 

movement will now be traced to show that out of the pain and 

confusion is emerging an increasing awareness by Me x ico 

that in the concepts of interdependence and cooperation are 

embedded the key to economic, social and political progress 

and development. 

Mex ican expropriations: Me xico's early attempts at nationalis-

ation of farmlands, railroads, telecommunicati ons and petroleum 

properties caused much friction with the United States. The 

United States Government insisted that these were not acts of 

expropriation but of confiscation as they were done arbitrarily 

and without "adequate, effective and prompt" compensation~ 191) 

(1 88 ) Ve r non , "The Dile mma o f Mexico ' s Dev e lopmen t" (1963) p . 42 - 43 . 

(189 ) an t e p . 45. 

(190 ) R . Ba ti za , an t e no t e (187) a t p . 370 . For a concise work on the p r ocess 
of Mexican de ve l opme n ts see Vernon , an t e , no t e (1 88 ) 

(1 91) s ee exchange o f notes bet ween the United Stat es Secretar y o f S t a t e an d 
the Mexi can Min is t e r of For eign Af f airs an d Mexican Amb assado r t o the 
Uni t e d S t a t es (1938-1940 ), 3 Hackworth "Diges t of I nte r national Law" 

pp . 656 - 665 . 

LAW LIBRARY 
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The United States claimed that payment of such compensation 
was an internationally established legal prerequisite for a 
valid act of expropriation. Me x ico had an opposing view, 
namely that there was "in international law no rule universally 
accepted in theory nor carried out in practice, which [made] 
obligatory the payment of immediate compensation nor even of 
deferred compensation for expropriations of a general and 
impersonal character. 11 (l 92 ) 

While a diplomatic e xchange of notes was still in the process 
of determining whether Mexico was liable to compensate for 
certain American-owned agrarian properties e xpropriated 
subsequent to August, 1927, a Me xican Presidential Decree 
was issued which took over certain foreign-owned oil properties 
on behalf of the Me x ican Government~ 193 ) The United States 
regarded the Decree as an arbitrary act of the Me xican President, 
the oil properties having been seized without an order from 
the Courts and without any indemnification having been offered. 
These two requirements were alleged to be derived from the 
international law principles of denial of justice and the 
payment of a full and prompt compensation in the e vent of a 
seizure of foreign-owned property~ 194 ) The United States 
furthermore claimed that the domestic laws of Me xico subscribed 
to these requirements and the e xpropriations were in breach 

of those laws. 

It would be appropriate here to hi ghlight some of these Mexican 
domestic laws on e xpropriation. Article 27 of the Mexican 
Constitution states that "private property shall not be e xpro-
priated except for reasons of public utility and by means of 

(192 ) Not e o f August 3rd , 1938 b y Mexican Minister o f Foreign Affai r s . 
Hackwo r th , i bid , p . 657. 

(193 ) Diario Oficial Mexi co , March 18th , 1938 . Fo r a detai l of the events 
l eadin g up to the Decr ee , see L . H . Woolsey "The expropriation of Oil 
Properties by Mexico ", 32 Am.J . I nt ' l. L. (1 938 ), 5 19 . 

(194 ) Hackwor th, ante note (1 9 1) a t pp . 661-665. 
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. d "f" • II (195) in ernni ication . That Article further provides that 

"the amount fixed as compensation for the expropriated property 

shall be based on the sum at which the said property shall be 

valued for fiscal purposes in the catastral or revenue offices 

[and] ... the increased value which the property in question 

may have acquired through improvements ... shall be subject 

to expert opinion and judicial determination." Article 14 

provides that no one shall be deprived of his property without 

due process of law before a duly created Court and in conformity 

. th . 1 . t . 1 ( 19 6 ) d t . 1 2 2 d 1 wi previous y exis ing aws; an Ar ice ec ares 

that the confiscation of property is prohibited. The .Mexican 

Expropriation Law of 1936(l97 ) provides some indication of 

what constitutes "indemnification". Under its provisions, 

the amount of the indemnity will be "covered" by the State as 

soon as title to the property expropriated has passed to the 

State~ 198 ) AS to the time of payment, the State authority 

expropriating will fix "the form and periods of time in which 

the indemnity must be paid, which shall never embrace a period 

t th ten Years. II (199) 
grea er an 

In his reply of May 1st, 1940, to the United States Secretary 

of State, the Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs re-emphasized 

his nation's position that there did not exist in international 

(195) ante note (166). The phrase "by means of indemnification" replaced the 

words "indemnification having been made" in the Mexican Constitution 

of 1856. The intention of the framers was to modify the 1856 rule 

of prior indemnification. cf. Expropriation Law of Venezuela 1936 

which provides for "previous payment in cash, money, of the price which 

represents the indemnity" cited by H.P. Crawford. "Expropriation of 

Petroleum Companies in Mexico" 12 Tulane Law Review, 495 at p .499. The 

Mexican Expropriation Law 1936, post note (197), and the Presidential 

Decree of 1938 contemplate instalment payments in support of Article 

27 of the Mexican Constitution. 

(196) Article 14: "No one may be deprived of life, liberty, or his properties, 

possessions, or rights except by means of proceedings followed before 

tribunals previously established in which may be fulfilled the 

essential formalities of procedure and in conformity with laws passed 

prior to the Act. " 

(197) Diario Oficial, Mexico, November 25th, 1936. 

(198) ibid. Article 19 

(199) ibid. Article 20 
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obligation to provide for adequate compensation for expropriations. 

However an obligation to indemnify was created in its own 

domestic laws which Mexico intended to comply with. The 

relevant part of that reply is as follows: 

"Your Excellency's Government insists, as on other 
occasions, in maintaining the opinion that to expropriate 
without a just and prompt compensation, is confiscation, 
and does not cease to be so because there may be the 
express desire to pay at some time in the future. 
Mexico considers that it is not in such a situation 
since it not only has manifested its desire to pay, but 
also has expressed unequivocally its readiness to do so, 
having done everything that it should in accordance 
with its own laws, in order that ultimately, the total 
amount may be fixed that is to be paid." (200) 

As a consequence of this exchange of notes, the two Governments 

agreed that each would appoint " ... an expert whose duty it 

shall be to determine the just compensation to be paid the 

nationals of the United States of American whose properties 

rights or interests in the petroleum industry in the United 

Mexican States were affected to their detriment by acts of the 

Government of Mexico subsequent to March 17th 1938~( 2 0l) It 

was stipulated that if the experts were "in accord" regarding 

the amount of compensation due, a joint report fixing the 

indemnities would be submitted to the two Governments; 202 ) which 

would regard the recorrunendations in the joint report as 

unappealable~ 2 0J) Since then, Mexico has fulfilled its part of 

the agreement and paid the large sum stipulated by the joint 

report of experts in full and final settlement of the claims 
. (204) 

of American owned petroleum companies. Similarly, the Mexican 

Government has complied with the payments of indemnification 

for its agrarian expropriation as determined by a Corrunission 

(200) Hackworth, ante, note (191) at p.664. 

(201) Exchange of notes signed on November 19th, 1941. US EAS 234, 55 STAT 
1554, at p.1558. 

(202) ibid, paragraph (11) 

(203) ibid, paragraph (12) 

(204) EAS 419, pp. 1-5. US Department of State File 212 1141/8-2857 cited 
in 8 Whiteman "Digest of International Law" p.1103. 
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set up under the agreement of November 9th, 1938 between the 

two natl·ons.(2 0S) A tl 1967 b h f t s recen y as , y an exc ange o noes, 

Me x ico proposed and the United States accepted a monetary sum 

for the taking of certain American-owned lands under a Mex ican 

Presidential Decree of 1961~ 206 ) Payment was made in 

instalments over a period of one year~ 2o7 ) 

It is therefore seen that the controversies posed by various 

Mexican expropriations of American owned properties have been 

amicably settled through diplomatic channels. Me xico, in 

"knowing how to honour its obligations of today and its 

obligations of yesterday 11
(
2 0S) has had to pay large indemnif-

ications which have been a financial strain in its efforts at 

development. The e x istence of domestic laws preventing the 

arbitrary taking of property, the respect shown to those laws 

by the Mexican government, plus the payment of indemnifications 

for previous e xpropriations, all indicate the pol i tical stability 

e xisting in Me xico. Also revealed is the Mex ican awareness 

that its future development is largely dependent upon fore i gn 

investment and has therefore set itself the task of creating 

a favourable investment climate. 

It will be noted that Me x ico still maintains its position that 

the question of compensation for acts of e xpropriation lie 

within the domain of its domestic jurisdiction. Steps taken 

by Mexico to encourage a world-wide acceptance of this 

position will be discussed subsequently in the contex t of 

the UN Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 

Mex ican Foreign Investment laws: Althou gh Article 27 of the 

1917 Constitution reasserted Me x ico's traditional monopoly of 

(20 5 ) MS Departme n t of State File 812 52/2939A/3025/3126A/3203/3209/3492B/3496 

cited i n Hackworth ante , no t e (191) at p . 661 

(206 ) Diar io Ofi cial, Mexico , J uly 19th 1961 

( 207 ) MS Departmen t of State File PS 8 - 4 , US - Mexico/Real Estate Company of 

Mexico , c i ted in Whiteman , ante , note (204 ) at p.1105. 

(208 ) note of March 31st , 1931 by the Mexican President to the US Ambassador 

to Mexico , Hackwor t h ante , no t e (191 ) at p . 661 . 
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l d d b ·1 h' . ht (2 09 ) h' h an an su -soi owners ip rig s, noting more tan 

symbolic protests were made against the domination of Mexican 

resources by foreigners until the Presidential Decree effecting 

oil expropriation in 1938. The successful nationalisation 

of petroleum had the effect of establishing that foreign 

investors indeed were to be subject to Mexican law. 

During the second world war, there was a great influx into 

Mexico of foreign capital which came from nations that had 

placed restrictions on venture capital and from refugees of 

the war in Europe~ 2 lO)The net effect of this new investment 

b f . . l h . ( 211) h . 
was ene icia tote Mexican economy, butt e .Mexican 

government feared that such "swallow capital" might reap its 

profits and then leave once the instability caused by the 

war was over, thereby plunging Mexico into a state of depression 

and economic chaos. In order to prevent any such occurrence on 

a large scale and to channel excess capital into new and stable 

productive sources which would aid both the economy of the 

nation and the war effort, the Mexican Government enacted the 

general emergency measures embodied in the Emergency Decree of 

1944~ 212 ) The Decree provided that foreign companies, and 

Mexican enterprises with foreign participation, had to obtain 

permits from the Ministry of Foreign Relations before entering 

into specified activities. Hence, such permission was necessary 

to acquire ownership or a controlling interest in companies 

which were involved in the industrial, agricultural, forestry 

or real estate fields; to acquire real estate for any purpose; 

and to obtain concessions for mines, waters or mineral fuels~ 213 ) 

The Ministry of Foreign Relations was given wide discretionary 

powers to grant or deny permits. The granting of permits might 

be conditioned upon the requirements that Mexican citizens held 

(209) ante, note (166) 

(210) Brandenburg, "The Making of Modern Mexico" (1964) pp. 99-102. 

(211) ibid, at p.267 

(212) Decree of June 29, 1944. Diario Oficial, Mexico, June 29, 1944. This 

Decree was made pursuant to powers granted under the suspension of 

Guarantees Decree, Diario Oficial, Mexico, June 1st, 1942. 

(213) ibid, Article 1. 
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at least 51% of the corporate capital and formed the majority 
of partners or shareholders in charge of the company admin-

istration. The Ministry could dispense with these conditions 
when the company in question was organised to establish 
industrial operations in a new and necessary field of the 

(214) economy. The Decree provided that any act performed in 
violation of its provisions was null, and the property affected 
by the transaction passed to the Mexican Government upon 
institution by the Office of the Attorney General of a suit 
for a declaration of nationalisation of the property~ 215 ) 

A state of confusion prevailed in post-war Mexico with respect 
to the laws governing foreign investment and the application of 
those laws. This confusion appears to have been the result 
of two factors: the first was the absence of any unified 
governmental policy with regard to foreign investment and the 
consequent lack of any organised body of laws governing the 
subject; and secondly, confusion naturally followed from the 
extreme discretionary powers granted to such organs at the 
Ministry of Foreign Relations. Under such conditions "the 
private sector operat[ed] in a milieu in which the public 
sector [was] in a position to make or break any private firm." (216 ) 
Discretionary administration of Mexican economic laws resulted 
in discriminatory standards accompanied by a lack of predictability 
and uniformity of treatment~ 217 ) 

Recent Mexican economic legislation have remained consistent with 
the governmental policy on foreign investment as expressed in 
the Mexican Constitution, the Emergency Decree of 1944 and other 
subsidiary regulations. That policy may be summarised as follows: 

"Foreign private investment is well received when it 
does not displace Mexican capital, when it associates 
on a minority basis with local investors, devotes 
itself to increasing the country's productivity, and 

(214) ibid, Article 3 

(215) ibid, Article 5 

(216) Vernon, ante note (188) at pp. 26-32. 

(217) ibid 
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does not attempt to obtain privileges or 
preference." (218) 

The Law to Promote Mexican Investment and Regulate Forei gn 

Investment of 1973( 219 ) has retained the above policy~ 22 0) 

However, its provisions reveal a marked difference from those 

of the Emergency Decree of 1944 in relation to the methods 

adopted to accomplish the goals underlying that policy. Under 

the 1973 law, the powers of the Ministry of Foreign Relations 

over foreign investment have been transferred to a new organ 

called the National Commission on Foreign Investment. This 

Commission together with another newly created body, the 

National Registry of Foreign Investment, have, by their 

structure and specific procedural content eliminated the 

previous practices of inconsistency and arbitrariness that had 

b . f . . (221) 
een a maJor concern to oreign investors. The new 

legislation furthermore provides for fle xibility so that in 

in certain cases, foreign investment may be allowed on a 
. . t 1 b . ( 222 ) . 1 . h h maJority or to a asis. Failure to comp y wit t e 

provisions of the 1973 Law results in such sanctions as the 

denial of the contravening company to pay dividends~ 223 ) and fiJ~~ 4 : 

but not with forfeiture of properties as was provided for in the 
. (225) previous laws. 

(21 8 ) Banco Na tiona l de Come r cio Exterior, Mexico (1963 ) 288 , ci t ed by E . C . 
Eps t e i n in "In tro duc tion t o recent deve l opments in Mexican Law : politics 
of mo de r n nati onalis m" 4 Denve r J. I n t'l.L. and Policy , 1 at p.4 . See 
a l so F . R . Miranda , "Fore i gn I nves tment a n d Opera t ion in Mexico ", 2 
Ari zona Law Review (1960 ) 1 8 7, a t pp. 210 - 211 . 

(219) Dia rio Ofi c i a l Mexico , Mar ch 9 , 19 7 3 (hereinafter cited as " the Foreign 
Es t ablishment Law " or "1973 Law ") 

(220 ) Ar ticl es 4 and 5 , for example , maintain the pre - existing classification 
o f v a r iou s acti vities in which foreign investment is either totally 
p r ohibited o r l i mited . Th e general principle that foreign inves tment 
s ho uld l i mi t i t s pa r ticipation in the capital of Mexican enterpr ises 
t o 4 9% i s a l so restated . 

(221) see e ffec t of 1973 Law in E . C . Eps t ein , ante note (218 ) at pp . 4 - 5 ; 7-9 ; 
A .A . Vi zcaino , "The Law on For eign I nves tment ", 7 Virgi nia J. of I n t'l.L 
& Comp .L. (1 9 77), 33 . 

(222 ) f or e xamp l e , compani es engaged in b ond operations , or estab l ished i n 
certain speci fi c geographic a r eas which are engaged pri ncipa l ly i n export 
ac t ivities . The latter examp l e woul d be those companies invo l ved i n 
Mexico ' s borde r i ndustri a l isa t ion p r ogramme. See post pp. 

(223 ) 1973 Law , a n te note (219 ), Article 27 . 

(224 ) i bid, Articles 28 , 29 and 31 . 

( 225 ) fo r exampl e , the Eme r gency Decr ee o f 19 44 , Ar ticle 5 ; a nte , no t e (21 5 ) 
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Closely linked with the 1973 Law is the Mexican Law of 

Technology Transfer of 1972~ 226 ) The 1972 Law is aimed at 

controlling the importation of costly technology which may 

not make any major contribution to Mexican economy and 

technological advancement~ 227 ) A National Registry for 

Transfer of Technology has been created to cause the 

registration and evaluation of prospective technology-

transfer contracts. The criteria for rejection of these 

contracts are specifically laid down in the Law~ 228 ) and 

there is furthermore provision for review of the Registry's 

determinations on such contracts~ 229 ) 

The aim of increasing Mexican enterprise without cutting 

off the flow of foreign capital and technology is therefore 

reflected in the objectives and policies underlying the 

recent laws on foreign investment and transfer of technology. 

These recent legislation represent an intermediate position 

between two extremes of opinion towards foreign investment 

l . . . . ( 2 30) h f. . d. 
current y existing in Mexico. Te irst, in regar ing 

such investments as tools for the colonisation of Mexican 

economy, proposes their complete exclusion by tariff 

restrictions. The opposite extreme encourages unlimited 

foreign investments for the reason that Mexican national 

capital will thereby be reinforced. The present position 

taken by Mexico considers both the need for nationalisation 

and for foreign technology. In so doing, Mexico has set 

itself as an example for other developing nations to follow 

in their treatment of foreign investment. It is conceded 

that the Mexican experience has not established either 

international law standards or international machinery which 

(226) Law for the Registration of the Transfer of Technology and the 
Use and Exploitation of Patents and Trademarks, Diario Oficial, 
Mexico, December 30th, 1972 (hereinafter cited as "the 1973 Law") 

(227) for the operation and content of the 1973 Law, see E.C. Epstein, 
ante note (218) at pp. 5-7; J .A. Soberanis, "Legal Aspects 
concerning the Technology Transfer Process in Mexico", 7 Virginia 
J.Int'l. and Comp.L. (1977), 17. 

(228) 1972 Law, ante note (226), Article 7. 

(229) ibid, Article 14 

(230) R. Batiza, ante note (187) at pp. 365-366 
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might set common rules for foreign enterprises. However, 

certain features in Mexico's treatment of such enterprises 

support the proposition that any present-day process of 

nationalism cannot totally exclude the element of inter-

dependency with other nations. The "Mexicanisation" of 

foreign investment has been both gradual and consistent; 

present Mexican legislation governing such investment 

is specific, clear and fle x ible; and foreign capital and 

management have been combined with their Me xican 

equivalents which has been regarded as a n economically 

advantageous move. These are features which have fostered 

economic cooperation between Mexico and the nations, par-
(231) . ticularly the United States, which have invested there. 

The United States Encouragement of Me x ico's Economic 
Development 

There is perhaps no clearer evidence of the response to the 

call for interdependence and cooperation between nations 

than the United States economic policy of providing aid in 

the form of grants, loans and the lifting of its tariff 

barriers in favour of developing nations such as Me x ico. 

Only some of the numerous United States legislat i on and 

policy statements providing foreign assistance to less 

developed nations will be stated here~ 232 ) 

The United States policy of providing grants or loans to 

sponsor nations in their initial attempts at self-develop-

ment is embodied in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961~ 233 ) 

By that Act, the Development Loan Fund was established~ 234 ) 

The United States President was authorised to use the Fund 

to make loans on such terms and conditions as he might 

determine "in order to promote the economic development 

(231 ) United S t ates di r ect investments in Mexico doubled in the 19 70s 
from $1. 2 bil l ion i n 1970 to $2 . 4 bill ion in 1975 , reflec t ing the 
con fidence of the American investor s , despi t e t h e widely 
r ecognised di ffi culties of the pe r iod . C .W. Reynolds , Hearings , 
an t e no t e (1 86 ) at p . 55. 

(232 ) f or a full e r treatment of United Sta t es fo r e i gn ass i s t ance 
p rogra mme s , see 14 Whi t e ma n, "Di gest o f I nte r national Law" (19 70 ) 
a t pp . 8 79 - 928 . 

(2 33) Publ ic Law 92 - 226 , 22 use pa r a graphs 2 151 e t seq . 

(234) ibid, s . 201( a ). 
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of less developed friendly countries and areas, with 

emphasis upon assisting long-range plans and programmes 

designed to develop economic resources and increase 

productive capabilities 11
~
235 ) Mexico was a recipient of 

economic assistance under the provisions of this Act 

until 1970 when it was considered to have been sufficiently 

developed so as not to warrant a furtherance of such 

assistance~ 236 ) 

The United States has also consistently encouraged its 

private enterprise sector to invest in the less developed 

nations. It may be noted that the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961 was the result of a legislative proposal for "an Act 

for International Development" or, in its abbreviated form 

"AID~,( 237 ) There appears in Section 102, one of the 

main purposes of the 1961 Act, namely that: 

"It is the policy of the United States to 
strengthen friendly foreign countries by 
encouraging the development of their free 
economic institutions and productive capabilities, 
and by minimising or eliminating barriers to 
the flow of [United States] private investment 
capital." 

Part III of the Act effectuates the above purpose by 

establishing a system of United States government guarantees 

of private investments which are connected with the 

development programmes in certain less developed nations. 

The Foreign Assistance Act of 1969( 238 ) enhanced this 

guarantee-system by creating the Overseas Private Investment 

Corporation which uses government funds as its capital. 

The Corporation is authorised to issue investment insurance 

and investment guarantees, to make direct loans "to firms 

privately owned or of mixed private and public ownership 

upon such terms and conditions as the Corporation may 

(235) ibid, s.201(b} 

(236) Secretary of State, Rogers, "Hearings before the Senate Committee 
on Foreign Relations in 1969 on Foreign Assistance", 91st 
Congress 1st session, pp. 43-46 

(237) H.R. 7372 

(238) Public Law 91-175, December 30th, 1969, 83 STAT 805 
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determine", and to encourage "the identification, assessment, 
surveying and promotion of private investment opportunities, 
utilising wherever feasible and effective the facilities 

f ' t ' ' ' • II (239) o priva e organisations or private investors. 

With regard to the lifting of United States tariff barriers 
in favour of imports from developing nations, one notes 
that the United States adopted Resolution XXI (ii) of 
the Second Session of the UN Conference on Trade and 
Development in 1968( 24 0) which recognises "the unanimous 
agreement in favour of the early establishment of a mutually 
acceptable system of generalised non-reciprocal and non-
discriminatory preferences which would be beneficial to 
the developing countries." 

For its part, the United States has expressed its intention 
to seek a modification of its most-favoured-nation trade 

1 . ( 241 ) 1970 d f po icy. In January, , Deputy Un er-Secretary or 
Economic Affairs, Samuels announced that: 

" [the United States President] has decided 
to seek a system of generalised tariff preferences 
applicable to all less developed countries, a 
system to be adopted by all industrialised nations 
in which there would be broad product coverage, no 
ceilings on preferential imports, and equal access 
to industrial markets for all developing countries. 
[There] would in effect [be] a two-tier most-
favoured-nation policy, one applicable to more 
developed countries and another applicable to less 
developed countries." (242) 

The above intention has since been clothed in the domestic 

(239) ibid, Title 4, s.235 

(240) Resolution XXI (II) March 26th, 1968, UN Conference on Trade and 
Development, 2nd Session, Report and Annexed, Volume I, p.38 

(241) for a detailed outline of this policy, see 14 Whiteman "Digest 
of International Law" pp. 751-782 

(242) 62 Department of State Bulletin (1970) pp. 181-182. The developed 
nations are in the process of examining in detail several of 
the numerous technical problems involved in such a programme of 
generalised preference in an Ad Hoe Working Group on Preferences 
of the Trade Committee of the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development. (OECD) 
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laws of the United States, in particular, in the Trade 
Act of 1974! 243 ) · The main purposes of this Act are, through 

trade agreements affording mutual benefits, 

11 
( 1) to foster the economic growth of and full 

employment in the United States and to strengthen 
economic relations between the United States 
and foreign countreis through open and non-discriminatory 
world trade, (244) and 

(2) to provide fair and reasonable access to products 
of less developed countries in the United States 
market. 11 (245) 

The 1974 Act vests the United States President with 
authority to enter into trade agreements with other nations 
so as to remove undue burdens or restrictions occurring 
in the foreign trade of the United States. In order to 
achieve such trade agreements, the President is given power 
to modify or discontinue any existing United States duties 

h . ff b . ( 2 4 6 ) It . 1 1 . f . d or ot er non-tari arriers . is c ear y speci ie 
that a United States negotiating objective "shall be to 
enter into trade agreements which promote the economic 
growth of both developing countries and the United States, 

d h 1 , f k , , II (247) an t e mutua e x pansion o mar et opportunities. 
Following from the 1974 Act, one such trade a greement has 
already been negotiated with Mexico concerning the tariffs 
for certain textile raw materials~ 248 ) 

The United States is aware that its policy of foreign 
assistance may be misinterpreted; this is succinctly 

elaborated in the answer given by one American authority 
to the q uestion of where the development of under-developed 

nations would lead: 

( 243 ) Publ ic Law 93- 618 , 19 USC 21 01 (here i naf t er cited as " the 19 74 Act ") 

(244 ) ibid , s.2 (1) 

(24 5 ) ib i d, s . 2 (6 ) 

(246 ) ib id , ss . 10 1 and 1 02 

(24 7 ) ib i d, s .106 

(24 8 ) Agreement r e l ating t o trade in cotton , wool and man -made fibre 
t extiles . Exchange o f no t es a t Wash i ngton D. C . May 1 2th , 19 75 . 
26 US T 9 10 , TI AS 80 79 
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"It could lead to the feeling on the part of 
such States and their citizens that the aiders 
are exploiters, colonialists or imperialists in 
the worst possible sense. (249) The free world 
states could do better in preventing such a 
result by pointing out more clearly the need at 
times for strong States to assist their less 
developed neighbours for their mutual benefits, 
and also in pointing out the nonsense behind the 
description of economic development agreements 
as devices of imperialists. " ( 25 0) 

The United States, as observed in its domestic legislation, 

has set about to create an economic partnership with 

under-developed nations like Me x ico. The result of such 

a policy is evidently a mutually beneficial one. The 

advantages accruing to Me xico are obvious. For the 

United States, economically stable neighbouring nat i ons 

not only spell markets for United States exports but has 

the general effect of promoting a climate of world peace, 

the development of which is presently hampered by the 

disparity of wealth among nations. 

Mexico's Border Industrial Programme and the United 
States participation 

The prevailing spirit of cooperation between the United 

States and Mexico in the economic sphere may specifically 

be shown in a study of an important economic phenomenon 

that has recently developed in the international border 

region, namely, the "Programa Fronteriza de Industria" or 
. (251) 

Mexico's Border Industrial Programme. This programme 

provides for a unique combination of factors of production 

between the two nations. Essentially, it allows for a 

duty-free importation of component parts into Mex ico where 

(249 ) t h i s view i s taken by t he f irst extreme position a dopted b y some 
Mexicans concerning fo r eign inves tments , see ante , p . 61 

(250 ) G.W . Ray Jr . "Economi c Development as a Hard Core o f Foreign 
Policy : an American Vi ew ", ICLQ S upplement No. 3 (1962 ). "The 
enco uragement and protection of i nvestment in deve l oping 
countries ", 50 , at p . 57 . 

(251) Border Progr amme , codified under speci fi c l aw by Artic l e 321, 
paragr aph ( 3) of the Customs Code of Me xico . 

,' 
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they are assembled by the abundant labour supply in 

Mexico and then e xported back to the United States with 

a duty charged on the value added on in Me x ico. The Border 

Industrial Programme was initiated to ease the high 

unemployment rate existing in Me xico's northern boundary 

region in the 1960's. This large unemployed population 

owed its origin to the migration to the border cities 

as a result of the transition of the Mexican economy 
f d . . . d . 1· d (252) rom a pre ominantly agrarian to an in ustria ise one. 

Another cause for the northward migration was the hope of 

enlisting in the Bracero programme which allowed Mex ican 
. . (253) 

farm labour to enter the United States on temporary permits. 

The drafters of the Me x ican Constitution of 1917 embodied 

in its Articles the then prevailing fear in Me xico of the 

colonisation of its northern territories by the United 

States. As a safety measure in line with a policy of 

self defence, Article 27 of the constitution prohibits: 

"The acquisition by foreigners, including foreign 
companies, of title to land or bodies of water within 
the so-called prohibited zone - that is, within 
100 kilometers of the land borders or 50 kilometers 
of the seacoast." (254) 

The current Programme, by its very locality and nature, 

shows the evolution from this Me x ican fear of military 

confrontation with the United States over its border region, 

(252 ) M. E. Bulson , Cormnent "Mexico's Border Industrial Program : Legal 
Guidelines for t h e Foreign I nvestor " 4 Denver J . I n t ' l . L . an d 
Po l icy (1974 ), 89 . 

(253 ) I bid , at p.90 . The Bracero Programme was started in 1942 due to 
the increased need for labour in the United S t ates during World War 
II . The Uni ted Sta t es negotiated agreements with Mexico to import 
f armworker s . Treaties or agreements with Mexico concerning 
Ag r ic ul tura l Workers inc l ude April 26th , 1943 , 57 STAT 1152 , EAS No. 
351; April 29th , 1943 , 57 STAT 1353 , EAS No. 376 ; March 10th , 194 7 
61 STAT 4097 , TS No. 1 857 ; March 10th , 1947 , 61 STAT 4106 , TS No . 
1 858 ; March 25 t h , 1947 , 61 STAT 37 38 , TS No . 171 0 ; Au g ust 1st , 1949 , 
2 US T 1 04 8 , TIAS 2260 ; Au g ust 19th , 1949 , 2 US T 1 089 , TIAS 2260 ; 
October 13th, 1949 , 2 UST 11 30 , TIAS 2260 ; Augus t 11th , 1951 , 2 US T 
1 940 , TIAS 2331; May 19th , 1952 , 3 UST 4341 , TIAS 2586. Under 
these agreements , Mexican agricultural workers were b r ought into 
the United States at United States expense , certai n minimum wages 
an d s t an d a r ds of l iving were specified , and a maximum of six 
months stay was granted to s uch workers . For the relationshi p of 
the Bracero p r ogramme to United Stated i rmni q~ati on laws , see S .L . 
Gr een , "Immigration Law and Rural Poverty : the p r ob l ems of the 
il l egal en trant " Dulce Law Journal (1960 ) 475 , pp . 4 76 - 482 . 

(25 4) ante , no t e (166 ) 
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to an attitude of mutual cooperation in the economic development 
of that region. Realising that foreign enterprises need land 
to operate on, the .Me xican Government has made certain 
acquisition methods available. Land within the prohibited 
zone may be leased by, or may be held in trust for the benefit 

f f . . (255) o a oreign enterprise. 

The Mexican encouragement of foreign investment participation 
in the Programme is best evinced by an e xemption from the most 
important provision of the Foreign Investment Law of 1973, 
namely, the requirement of a majority capital holding by 
Mexicans. By a resolution of the National Commission of 
Foreign Investments, "such enterprises [in the Border Programme] 
can constitute themselves and operate even with 100 % of foreign 
capital". ( 256 ) Furthermore, in view of the complicated 
registration procedures, the .Mexican Government has set up 
quasi-official committees situated at border cities to "assist 
potential investors to forward the proper applications for 
permits and to submit along with the firm's papers an opinion 
based on the information rendered by the applyin g firms as to 
the firm's suitability in regard to the purposes of the 
programme." (257 ) 

The Border Programme is provided with various tariff incentives 
by both nations. Section 807 of the United States Tariff 
Schedules limits the duty upon the full value of the imported 
products, less the value of the United States fabricated 
components contained therein to imported items assembled in 
foreign enterprises with fabricated components that have been 
manufactured in the United States~ 258 ) A similar section 
allows for the same treatment of metal component parts to be 

"d h . d (259 ) h b d th t assembled outsi et e Unite States. It as een note a 

( 255 ) M. E . Bulson , ante note ( 252 ) at p . 98 

(256 ) National Commi s sion on Fo r eign Investment , Reso lution No . l p ubli s h ed 
on 7th Novemb e r, 197 3 , cited by H .A . I n man & L .A . 0 . Ti r a do , "A Mexi can 
Dividen d : Las Maquilado r as ", 9 I nt. Lawye r (1975 ) 431 at p . 438 . 

(25 7) M.E . Bulson , an t e , note (252) at p . 97 

(258 ) 1 9 use 807 . oo (1963) 

(259 ) 1 9 USC 806 . 30 (1963 ) 
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the Trade Act of 1974 (US) envisages giving trade preferences 
to a developing country like Mexico~ 26 0) No Mexican import 

or export duty is imposed on the products made under the 

Programme although there is a 4% sales tax on any Mex ican 
component in the goods assembled~ 261 ) The Mexican government 

is currently contemplating the repeal of this sales tax and 

the issuing of tax rebate certificates to further encourage 
(262) the development of the Programme. 

Most of the industrial plants under the Programme are United 
States-owned and many American comp anies have established 

sister-plants on the American side of the border to complement 

their operations. The Mexican Border Industrial Programme 
may therefore be accredited with the following achievements: 

it has provided employment to the large populations congregating 
on both sides of the border; it has enabled certain American 

products to complete against similar low-cost foreign imports 
b y the use of inexpensive but high quality Me x ican labour; 

it has featured as an important part of Mexico's plan for 
economic developmentf 263 ) and most importantly, it has added 

to the growing spirit of mutual cooperation between the United 
States and Me x ico as evidenced throughout this short study 

on the border programme. 

Industrialisation and population concentration in the border 
region will be the cause of a future problem affecting both the 

United States and Mexico. This is the environmental issue of 

air-pollution which traverses geographical or political boundaries. 
Already, there e x ists a joint air-pollution monitoring programme in 
the US-Mexican twin cities of El Paso-Ciudad Juarez set up to 
study the environmental aspects involved and to provide appropriate 

(260 ) ante , no t e (243) 

(261 ) H.A . I nman and L.A.O. Ti rado , ante , note (256 ) at p . 432 

(262 ) ibid , a t p.440 

( 263 ) I t was es timated that for 1974 , the value added to the programme in 
Mexico reache d $450 mi llion , and the United States component value 
was $550 million . See ibid , at p.439 
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t . (264) preven ative measures. The Governments of both nations 

have unilaterally enacted legislation for environmental 
. (265) . h . protection whic show their awareness of this pending problem. 

However, joint cooperation is necessary to provide for truly 

effective measures to check and prevent air pollution, and a 

bilateral agreement between the two nations has been 
~(266) suggestea. Here again, the IBWC, with e x tended powers, may 

provide the ideal forum for the settlement of future air-

pollution disputes, as it has done so successfully with the 

boundary and salinity issues. 

United States-Mex ican Economic Policities at the 
Multilateral Level 

United States-Mex ican economic cooperati on e x tends into the 

multilateral sphere. Firstly, it is proposed to lay down some 

aspects of the functions and structure of the inter-American 

Economic and Social Council (IA-ECOSOC), which, as its title 

suggests, is the chief multilateral organ involved with 

carrying out the common economic and social aims of the Western 

Hemispheric nations. Secondly, a view will be e xpressed 

that even the controversial UN Charter of Economic Rights and 

Duties of States may be regarded as evidence of the emerging 

trend of economic cooperation between the developed and 

developing nations. 

The Inter-American Economic and Social Council: The United States 

and Mexico are members of the Organisation of American States (OAS) 
. (267) 

which aims are embodied in its Charter of April 30th, 1948. 

Article 2 in part reads that: 

(264 ) This p r ogr a mme was deve l oped in conjunction with the Hea l th Departments 
o f t he t wo cities in col l aboration wi t h the Field Office (US - Mexi co 
Borde r) of t he Pan American Health Organisation and the WHO . See G.H. 
Davil a , "Ai r Pollution control on the US - Mexico Border : I nternat i onal 
Conside r ations " 1 2 Natural Resources Jo urnal (1972 ) 545 , at p . 547. 

(265 ) See B. En r iquez , "I nterna t ional Lega l I mp l icati ons of Industrial 
Deve l opmen t a l ong the US - Medican Border ", 12 Natural Resources Journal 
(19 72 ) 566 , at pp. 574 - 575 . 

(266 ) B . Enr iquez , ib i d , at pp . 575 - 576 ; G.H . Davila , ante note (264) at 
pp . 548 - 549 . 

(267 ) ante , note (183 ) 
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"The Organisation of American States, in order to 
put into practice the principles on which it is 
founded and to fulfill its regional obligations under 
the Charter of the United Nations, proclaims the 
following essential purposes 

(d) to seek the solution of political, juridical 
and economic problems that may arise among 
them, and 

(e) to promote, by cooperative action, their 
economic, social and cultural development." 

In order to achieve these aims, the Charter established the 
IA-ECOSOC as an Organ of the OAS Council~ 268 ) 

The Protocol of Amendment to the Charter( 269 ) sets down the 
purpose of the IA-ECOSOC as the promotion of "cooperation among 
the American countries in order to attain accelerated economic 
and social development. 11

(
27 0) For the purpose of achieving its 

aims, the IA-ECOSOC is authorised to:( 271 ) 

(a) recommend programmes and courses of action and 
periodically study and evaluate the efforts undertaken 
by Member States; 

(b) promote and coordinate all economic and social 
activities of the Organisation; 

(c) coordinate its activities with those of the 
other councils of the Organisation; 

(d) establish cooperative relations with the corres-
ponding organs of theUnited Nations and with other 
national and international agencies, especially with 
regard to coordination of inter-American technical 
assistance programmes, and 

(e) promote the solution of the cases contemplated 
in Article 35 of the Charter, establishing the 

(268 ) i b id, Ar tic l e 57 . The I A- ECOSOC was created earlier at the 8th 
Int e r-Ame r ican Con f e r ence by Resolu tion IX par a (7 ) . Final Act of the 
Inte r-Ame r ican Conference on Pr oblems of Wa r and Peace , Mexico Ci t y , 
February t o Mar ch 19 4 5 , r es . XI at p . 46 

( 269 ) Signe d a t Buenos Aires on February 27th , 1 967 ; entered into fo r ce on 
Februar y 27 th 19 70 ; TIAS No . 6847 . 

(270 ) i bid, Arti c l e 94 

(2 71) i bid , Ar tic l e 95 
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appropriate procedure." ( 2 7 2) 

The IA-ECOSOC is the forum through which inter-American social 
and economic cooperation is carried out. Thus, it was the work 
of a specialised committee of the IA-ECOSOC which facilitated 
the conclusion of an agreement establishing the Inter-American 
Development Bank (IDB) ~273 ) The agreement designated the IDB 
the following functions: to promote the investment of public 
and private capital for development purposes; to utilise its 
own capital funds raised by it in financial markets and other 
available resources for financing the development of the 
member countries, giving priority to those loans and guarantees 
that will contribute most effectively to their economic growth; 
and to cooperate with the member nations to orient their 
development policies toward a better utilisation of their 
resources, in a manner consistent with the objectives of making 
their economies more complementary and of fostering the orderly 

. (274) growth of their foreign trade. 

It was also at a special meeting of the IA-ECOSOC that the 
Charter of Punta del Este which formally established the Alliance 
for Progress was adopted~ 275 ) This was the result of the United 
States initiative a few months earlier when President Kennedy 
called upon the nations in the Western Hemisphere to create 
such an Alliance which he described as: 

(272 ) Ar tic l e 35 of t he OAS Charte r, as amende d by t he Protoco l of 1967 reads : 
"The me mber S t a t es agr ee t o j o i n t ogether i n seeking a sol ution to urgent 
o r c ritical p r ob l e ms tha t may a ri se whenever the economic developme n t o r 
s t ability o f any me mb e r S t a t e is seriously a ffec t ed by condi tions tha t 
c anno t b e r e medi e d thr o ugh the eff o r ts o f that Sta t e. " 

(273 ) Agr eemen t Es tablishi ng the I n t e r-American Deve l opment Bank , Apr i l 8 th, 1959. 
TIAS No . 43 7; 1 0 UST 3029 , 389 UN TS 69 , 74 . 

(274 ) ibid, s ecti on 2 . For an e l abora t e study o f the IDB, its struc ture an d i t s 
achie v e ments , see "The I n t e r-American System" Inte r-American I ns t i tute o f 
I n t e r natio n a l Legal Studies (1 966 ) pp. 230 - 233 ; 1 4 Whiteman "Diges t o f 
Inte rnation a l Law " at pp . 1032 - 1039 . Thro ugh Un i t ed States i niti a ti ve , 
an agr eemen t was ma de on June 19th , 1961 between th e Uni te d S t a t es a n d the 
IDB f o r th e es t ab lis hment o f a Soc i a l P r ogress Fun d to ass i s t the La t i n 
Ame rican nations i n t he ir soc i a l and economi c deve l opme n t. See TIAS No 
4763 ; 1 2 US T 632 ; 41 0 UN TS 33 . 

(2 75 ) "The I n t e r-Ame r ican System" ibid, at Appendix 1 8 . 
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"A vast cooperative effort, unparalleled in magnitude 
and nobility of purpose, to satisfy the basic needs 
of the Americal people for homes, work and land, 
health and schools." (276) 

The Charter of Punta del Este was adopted in conjunction with a 
. (277) Declaration to the Peoples of America. Read together, the 

Charter and the Declaration e xpress the respect for the 
sovereignty of individual nations and, at the same time, 
recognise the need for cooperation among nations. Consequently, 
the signatory nations bound themselves on the ond hand "to 
improve and strengthen democratic institutions through 
application of the principle of self-determination by the 
people~( 278 ) and on the other, "to accelerate economic and social 
development, thus rapdily bringing about a substantial and 
steady increase in the average income 
gap between the standard of living in 
and that enjoyed in the industralised 

in order to narrow the 
Latin American countries 
countries~( 279 ) Within the 

same frame of reference, the Preamble of the Charter declares 
that: 

"We, the American Republics, hereby proclaim our 
decision to unite in a common effort to bring our people 
accelerated economic progress and broader social 
justice within the framework of personal dignity and 
political liberty." 

(276 ) 44, Department of Stat e Bul l eti n (1961 ), 1136 . This ini t iative was a 
con t i n uance o f the US poli cy re f lec t ed in its earlier recommendations 
r esulting i n the Act o f Bogota , 1960. See "Inte r-Ameri can System" ante 
no t e (274), Appen dix 1 7. The Ac t, i n r eal ising that the i mpact of 
econ o mic deve l opmen t p r ogr a mmes on soc i al welfare may be l ong delayed , 
dec l a r e d that p r o mpt meas ures were necessary to meet social needs . The 
Ac t the r e f ore recommen ded t he estab l ishment o f an "Inte r-Ame r ican 
p r o gra rrane f o r soci a l deve l opment " orien t e d toward agr arian and fiscal o r 
t a x r e f o rms , imp r ovemen t o f h o u s i ng , commun i ty services , health, educa t ion 
an d an inc r ease in th e mobil isati on of national reso urces . The Ac t i tsel f 
r ecomme nde d ch anges i n the I A-ECOSOC t o str engthen the I nte r-Ame ri can 
sys t e m i n t h e fi e l d of economic and social development . See Ac t of Bogota 
ibid, Ch ap t e r I V. 

(2 77) an t e , n o t e (2 75 ) 

( 278 ) ibid, Dec l a r a tion t o the People of America . 

(279 ) ibid, the Ch arte r o f Punta de l Es t e. Ti tl e 1, par agr aph (1) . These two 
e l e ments , r espec t f or te rritori a l sove r eign t y , j ointly wi th t he imp r o ve -
me nt o f the economy a n d socia l we lfa r e o f l ess developed nati o n s are , 
i t has been no t e d, i n l ine with Mexico ' s c urren t social , economic a nd 
political obj ectives . For examp l e , non - interven tion an t e pp . 50 - 52 ; 
policy on e xp rop ri a tion , ante p.53 ; pol icy on f o r eign inves tmen t, a nte 
pp. 59 - 60. 

,' 
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The Charter furthermore reinforces the role of the IA-ECOSOC. 

It authorises the IA-ECOSOC to review annually the progress 

achieved in the formulation, national implementation and 

international financing of development programmes made as a 

result of the Alliance for Progress~ 280 ) This concerns the 

Annual Meeting of the IA-ECOSOC at the Ministerial level. In 

addition, the Charter provides for the creation of an Inter-

American Panel of Experts which would meet prior to the annual 

meeting. The purpose of this annual review at the e xpert 

and ministerial levels is, in accordance with an anne xed 

1 . (281) reso ut1on to the Charter, to: 

" analyse and discuss the social and economic 
progress achieved by member countries and the problems 
encountered in each country, to exchange opinions 
on possible measures that might be adopted to intensify 
further social and economic progress, to prepare 
reports on the outlook for the future, and to make 
such recommendations as may be considered appropriate 
on policies and measures of a general nature to 
promote further economic and social development in 
accordance with the Act of Bogota and the Charter 
of Punta del Este." 

This "process of confrontation" is based on the reports presented 

by each member nation as well as on other working documents 

of an analytical and statistical nature prepared by the OAS 

General Secretariat. The results of each annual review are 

summed up in a report issued by the IA-ECOSOC Meetings covering 

the principal accomplishments and problems of economic and 

social development in Latin America, the future tasks that 

need emphasis, and the outlook for the region as a whole~ 282 ) 

United States participation in the Alliance for Progress, and 

correspondingly, in the OAS, may be seen, in a large measure, 

in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961~ 283 ) The view of the 

United States Congress on that Act may be cited in part as 

follows: 

(280 ) ib i d , Ti tle I I , Chapter V, paragraphs (2) and (8 ). 

(281) Of f ici al Documents e manati ng from the Special Meeting of the IA - ECOSOC 
a t the Minis t e r ial Level , Punta del Este , Ur ugu ay , Au g us t, 1961; 
OEA/Se r H/X II 1, Resolution D. 

( 282 ) ib i d 

(283 ) an t e , note (233 ) 
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" the basic purpose of the Act is to provide long-
term support for economic development programmes created 
by the developing countries themselves .... The Act 
authorises a broad range of US programmes of development 
grants and loans, technical cooperation, investment 
guarantees, surveys of investment opportunities and 
development research. On August 1st, 1962, the Congress 
formally stated its view that the Alliance for Progress 
offers great hope for the advancement of the welfare of 
the peoples of the Americas and the strengthening of the 
relationships among them. It enacted a new title of 
the Foreign Assistance Act relating solely to the 
Alliance .... The new provisions are based on the 
principles contained in the Charter of Punta del Este 
and the Act of Bogota .... " ( 284) 

Out of this brief study, two conclusions may be drawn. Firstly , 
the awareness of their interdependence have caused the 
nations of the Western Hemisphere to create a highly developed 
multilateral organ, the IA-ECOSOC, to actualise their common 
economic and social goals. Secondly , the United States, as 
the only developed nation in that hemisphere~ 285 ) has taken 
the initiative on a number of occasions to encourage the 
economic and social development of its poorer neighbours. 

The Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States: The 
increasing stress on finding solutions to breaching the 
poverty gap between developed and developing nations may 
appropriately be termed the "evolving international law of 
development 11

~
286 ) This has involved efforts on the part of 

the developing nations to revoke or "delegitimize" certain 
legal principles and practices which they regard as inimical 
to their needs and development. One e x ample o f such efforts, 
it has been observed, has resulted in the widely approved move 
b y developed nations to modify the scope of the most-favoured-
nation clauses and the broad principle of non-discrimination 
. f d 1 . . (287) in trade so as to allow preferences or eve oping countries. 
Another and far more controversial e xamp le is the effort to 
e liminate the requirement of the "international standard" in 
respect of compensation for the nationalisation and e xpropriation 

(284 ) 76 STAT 25 7; 22 use para. 2211 

(285 ) Besides Canada , which is not a member of the OAS. 

(286 ) an t e , no t e (2 ) 

(28 7) an t e , pp . 62 - 65 
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of foreign-owned property. The issue has been presented in 
the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International 

. 0 d ( 288 ) d b h h . . d Economic r er an y t e Carter of Economic Rights an 
Duties of States( 289 ) which, under the broad principle of 

"permanent sovereignty over national resources" assert that 
nationalisation and e xpropriation, together with related 
questions of compensation in respect of foreign-owned property, 
are matters governed by the domestic law of the expropriating 
nation. The clear intent of these declarations is to exclude 
any requirement of international law as applicable to 
controversies about e xpropriation. Thus it is declared in 
Article 2(c) of the 1974 Charter that every State has a right -

"To nationalise, e xpropriate or transfer ownersnip of 
foreign property, in which case, appropriate compensation 
should be paid by the State adopting such measures, 
taking into account its relevant laws and regulations 
and all circumstances that the State considers pertinent. 
In any case where the question of compensation gives rise 
to a controversy, it shall be settled under the domestic 
law of the nationalising state and by its tribunals, 
unless it is freely and mutually agreed b y all States 
concerned that other peaceful means be sought on the 
basis of sovereign equality of States and in accordance 
with the principle of free choice of means. " ( 2 9 0) 

It is of interest to note that the 1974 Charter owes its 
origin to a proposal made by the President of Mex ico before a 
p lenary meeting of the UN Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) in April, 1972~ 291 ) Consequently , Me xico was the 
chief proponent of Article 2(c) and the adoption of the 1974 

Charter as a whole. 

The major industrialised and capital-exporting nations, including 
the United States, have strongly e xpressed their disagreement 
with the above position. Furthermore, they have maintained 

(288 ) G .A. Resolution 3201 , Sixth Special Session UN GAOR Supp . l , a t p . 3 
UN DOC A/9559 (1974 ) 

(289 ) G. A . Resol ution 3281, 29 UN GAOR S upp . 31 , at p . 50 ; UN DOC A/9631 (1974 ) 
[he r e ina f te r c ited as t he 1974 Charter ) 

(290 ) I n a separate vote on this Ar ticle of the 19 74 Charter , i t was a dop t ed 
b y 104 i n favour to 16 against with 6 abstentions . I n the fina l vo t e on 
the Charte r as a whol e , 6 countries cast negati ve votes ; Belgium , Denmark ; 
Fede r a l Repub lic of Ge rmany , Luxembourg , Un ited Ki ngdom and Uni t ed Stat es . 

(291 ) Summa r y a ddress o f Pr esiden t Echeverria of Mexico before the 92nd 
Ple n a r y Mee ting o f UNC TAD ; UNC TAD Proceedings , 3r d sess i on ; UN DOC 
TD/ 1 80 , Vo l. lA, Part I a t 1 84, 1 86 (19 72 ) 
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h t h b . d' 1 . ( 292 ) h' h 1 k ta sue non- in ing reso utions w ic ac general 
agreement cannot change established law as evidenced by long 
and uniform practice. That practice, which is said to have 
reached international law status, has been expressed in the 
Restatement of the American Law Institute on the Responsibility 
of States for Injuries to Aliens( 293 ) as follows: 

"s.185 The taking by a State of property of an alien 
is wrongful under international law if (a) it is not 
for a public purpose [or] (b) there is not reasonable 
provision for the determination and payment of just 
compensation as defined in s.187, under the law and 
practice of the State in effect at the time of taking. 

s.187 Just compensation ... must be (a) adequate in 
amount (b) paid with reasonable promptness ... and 
(c) paid in a form that is effectively realisable by 
the alien to the fullest extent that the circumstances 
permit .... " 

The UN Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural 
Resources( 294 ) is often cited as confirmation by the General 
Assembly itself of an international standard providing for 
prompt and adequate compensation for expropriatory acts. In 
part, that Declaration states that: 

"In such cases [nationalisation, expropriation or 
requisitioning] the owner shall be paid appropriate 
compensation in accordance with rules in force in the 
State taking such measures in the exercise of its 
sovereignty and in accordance with international law." 

It is claimed that in the full context of that Declaration, 
the words "appropriate compensation" could only mean prompt, 

d d ff . . ( 2 g S) d th t h . a equate an e ective compensation, an a t ere is a 
mandatory obligation under international law that such compensation 

(292 ) Fo r th e view that G.A . Reso lutions as opposed to mul ti l a t eral conventions 
o r treaties have on l y a recommendatory force , see J . Brie r ly "The Law 
o f Na t ions " (1963 ), 1 1 0 . For the contrary view , see J. Castaneda 
"Legal Ef f ects o f UN Resol u t i ons " (1969 ) , Sloan e , "The Binding Force of 
a ' Recommendation ' of the G .A . of the U. N ." Br . Yrbook of Int ' l L . (1948 ) 1 

(293 ) Ameri can L aw I ns t itu te , Restatement of the Law , Second , Foreign Re l a t ions 
Law o f the US (1965 ) Part I V "Responsibility o f States for Injuries to 
Aliens " pp . 553- 554 . 

(294) G. A . Resolution 1803 (XVII ); 1 7 UN GAOR Supp. 17 , at 14 , UN DOC A/521 7(1962) 
(295 ) See UN Press Re l ease No . 409 1, at p .6 , c i ted by Schwebe l in "The 

S t o r y of the UN ' s Dec l aration on Permanen t Sovereignty over Natura l 
Resources ", Ame ri can Bar Association Jo urnal (196 3) 463 at p . 465 . 
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"shall" be paid~ 296 ) 

However, many of the developing nations deny that the international 
standard has become general international law pointing to the 
C 1 D t . . L t. . ( 29 7 ) d th 1 d . a vo oc rine in a in America an e ong-stan ing 
rejection of that standard by many non-Western nations. They 
have therefore emphasized that the supposed requirement of 
compensation cannot be regarded as applicable especially in 
the present time when a large number of nations have expressed 
their conviction that it does not constitute law~ 298 ) 

It is clear that these positions, when stated in the abstract, 
are in contradiction, but the conflict may not be as sharp 
when the issues are placed in a more specific context. When a 
controversy arises over expropriation, it is almost certain 
that issues of fair treatment and "appropriate compensation" 
will be raised within the negotiating framework established 
b h . . (299) h . f y t e expropriating government. Te perception o 
these issues will be substantially affected b y standards 
developed in other contexts, whether e xplicitly stated or not . 
It is submitted that this would be so even though the 
references to applicable law are limited to the legislation 
of the expropriating nation. The essential reason for the 
consideration of such e x ternal standards is that the 
e xpropriating nations have an interest in maintaining confidence 
of foreign investors and trade. It may be concluded then that 
nationalising governments are likely to be influenced by 
principles and standards followed in other nations and, broadly 
speaking acceptable to the capital-exporting or foreign 
investment oriented nations. The e xperience in most of the 
developing nations tend to bear this out~JOO) The International 

(296 ) see text at note (294 ) 

(29 7) see an t e , pp. 43-46 

(298 ) s ee 29 UN GAOR Second Comm . 1 649 (1974) c/f Roy , "I s the Law of 
Responsib ility of Stat es for inj uries t o Aliens a part of Unive r sal 
Inte rnati onal Law? " 55 Am .J . I nt ' l.L (1961 ), 863 

(299 ) f o r examp l e , see Exchange of Notes between US Secretary of S t ate and 
Mexi can Ministr y of Fore i gn Affairs on the Mexi can agr arian an d 
pe tro l e um exp r opriations o f the 1930s cited a t an t e pp . 53- 5 7 

(300 ) see the se t t l e ment by Mexi co with the Unite d S t ates fo r the f a rme r' s 
e xp r opr iations. ibid. Th e Mexican Constitution o f 1917 and the l aws o f 
e xp r opriation i ncorporat e th e essential fea tures o f the in t e rna tio n a l 
s t anda rd. See a n te , pp . 53 - 57 . 
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Standard will therefore probably be complied by developing 
nations but not as a duty, only a necessity. 

One other point may here be made. Although the developed 
nations did not adopt the final text of the 1974 Charter, 
their jointly proposed substitute of the controversial Article 2 
reflects the genuine willingness of these nations to cooperate 
toward the adoption of a universally accepted Charter. By 
comparison, the proposed tex t was less specific and forceful 
of the position held by the developed nations as embodied in the 
UN Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources~JOl) 
The proposed Article 2(2) (d) ~302 ) which related to e xpropriation, 
e xpressed that each State has the ri ght: 

"To nationalise, expropriate or requisition foreign 
property for a public purpose provided that just com-
pensation in the light of all relevant circumstances 
shall be paid." 

Thus, the compromise proposed would specifically require that 
e xpropriation be for a public purpose, and that "just 
compensation in the light of all relevant circumstances shall 
be paid." This is a considerable modification of the position 
that the compensation had to be "prompt, adequate and effective". 
Presumably also, the wealth and consequent ability of the 
e xpropriating nation to indemnify, and the fact that the 
expropriation is part of its efforts at development would be 
"relevant circumstances" which would influence the compensation 
to be paid. 

It may therefore be concluded that there is strong evidence 
of a growing cooperative spirit e xisting between developed and 
developing nations in the multilateral sphere as well. 

( 301 ) ante , no t e (29 4) 

(302 ) Repor t of the Second Committee , UN DOC A/9946 at p. 1 6 . Art 2 (2 ) (a ) of 
th e p r oposed t ext shows an acceptance of domestic laws such as the 
Mex i can Foreign I nvestment Law 1973 , the Tech nology Law 1972 , ante 
no t es (219 ) a nd (226 ) r espective l y by deve l oped nations . That 
Arti c l e p r ovides that each State has the righ t " to enact l egis l ation 
and p r o mulga t e rules and regulations , consistent with i ts deve l opment 
ob jec t ives , t o govern the entry and activities within its te rritor y 
o f f o r e i gn ente r prises ." 
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CHAPTER IV: MIGRATION 

The Governments of Mexico and the United States are currently 
beset with the problems caused by the migration of Mexican 
workers illegally into the United States in seach of better 
living standards and jobs. The migration problem and its 
significance on both nations will firstly be outlined below. 
Next, a study of the response of the two governments to their 
problem in their attempts at a solution will be made, followed 
by a discussion of some international social, economic and 
legal considerations which are intrinsically tied in with 
this transboundary migration as a whole. 

The Problem of the Undocumented Mexican Alien 

Mexicans residing without proper documentation in t~e United 
States have variously been labelled as mojados (wetbacks), 
alambristas (wire-jumpers) and "illegals 11

~
30 3 ) Just as these 

d d (304) . 1· h bl . d' . un ocumente Mexican a iens ave pro ems in a JUSting 
to the United States, so has the United States problems in 
adjusting to them. Indeed, the flow of these aliens across 
the United States-Mexican border has been described as "one 
of the Nation's [the United States'] most pressing problems"( 3 0S) 
and "the most important problem in the relations between [Mexico 

(303) The legal definition of an alien not entitled to lawful residence in the 
United States is found in 8 USC (1970) s.1325: "Any alien who (1) enters 
the United States at any time or place other than as designated by 
immigration officers or (2) eludes examination or inspection by 
immigration officers , or (3) obtains entry to the United States by 
wilfully false or misleading representation or the wilful concealment 
of a material fact, shall , for the first commission of any such offences, 
be guilty of a misdemeanour ... " 

(304) "Undocumented" refers to the requirement that aliens present an 
immigrant visa or non-immigrant visa in order to be admitted legally 
to the United States. 8 use (1970) ss. 1881, 1201-1204; 8 CFR (1976) 
SS. 211, 212. 

(305) (1974] INS Annual Report at (iii); see also R. Marshall, U.S. Secretary 
of Labour in "Outside the Law" Worklife (December 1977) 23 at p.23 
" ... the problem of undocumented workers is one of the most serious 
civil liberties problems that we face ... "; a comprehensive source 
book on the "Wetback Problem" is J. Samora "Los Mojades: the Wetback 
Story" (1971) . 
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and the United States] . 11 
( 
306 ) 

It is difficult to arrive at a working estimate of the total 

number of undocumented aliens residing in the United States~JO?) 

The US Immigration and Naturalisation Service (INS) has 

indicated a figure ranging from six to twelve million~JOB) 

Mexico is probably the largest source of such undocumented 

aliens. In 1974, the INS apprehended a record 788,000 

"illegal aliens" of whom about 90 % were Mex ican nationals~ 3o9 ) 

In that same year, 88 % (693,000) of all deportable aliens were 

illegal entrants, as distinguished from those overstaying visas 

or otherwise violating United States immigration laws. Of the 

total number of deportable illegal entrants, 99 % were Me xican~JlO) 

INS records indicate that the population of undocumented 

Mexican aliens is no longer concentrated along the border or 

in agriculture but is geographically and occupationally 

dispersed! Jll) 

The explanation for this northward migration is the theory 

conceiving of the "push" of economic disadvantage in Me x ico 

and the less important "pull" of the economic upliftment in 

the United States. More specifically , unemployment created 

by an annual birthrate of 3.4 %, one of the highest in the woriJ:12 ) 

is the chief cause of migration from Mex ico. Substantial 

(306 ) C . Flo r es , Remarks at t he 68th Annual Meeting of the Ameri can Society o f 

I n t e r na t ional Law , Proceedings of the Ame r ican Society of International 

Law (19 74) 43 , at p . 43. Th i s writer also s u ggests t hat the proble m has 

come i nto sharp diplomati c focu s only a f ter the nego t iations of common 

borde r and Co l orado sal inity problems were settl ed. At the f irst meeting 

be tween the new Presi dents of Mexi co (Portil l o ) and the Uni t e d Sta t es 

(Carte r), the p r ob l e m o f un documented aliens was addr essed t o . NY Ti mes 

Februa r y 18th, 19 77 , Section A at p. 1 2 , col . 3 . 

(30 7) Sub Comm. No . l of the Ho use Comm. on the J u dicia r y , 93rd Cong . 1st 

Sess i on, Illegal Al iens : a r evi ew of hea r ings conducted d u r i ng the 92nd 

Congr ess 7-10 (Comm. Print 1 9 7 3). 

( 308 ) (1 9 74 ) INS Ann u a l Repor t, ante , note (305 ). Th i s is a stagge rin g 

i ncr ease of 500-1000% ove r the 19 72 INS estimate (1, 01 3 , 000 ) and 500 -

1 400% ove r the 19 73 estimate (800 , 000 -1, 000 , 000 ). 

( 30 9) INS Annua l Repo r t , an t e , n o t e (305 ). 

(31 0 ) ibid 

( 311) ante , no t e (30 7) a t pp . 7-10 

( 31 2 ) "Po lic i es o n Popula t ion Ar o und the Wo rld" 29 Popula t ion Bulleti n (No . 6 ) 

(1 974 ) a t pp. 26 - 2 7. 

I 
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differences in United States and Me xican wage rates also 
encourages the flow. Furthermore, both the Bracero Programmes 
and the more recent Border Industrialisation Programme have 
"pushed" Mexicans northward, which is the penultimate step 
of transboundary migration~ 313 ) Consequent over-population, 
high unemployment and poor living conditions in the Mexican 
border cities induce additional border crossings. The "pull" 
factors include the obvious economic factors of better wages 
and employment opportunities in the "promised land" of the 
United States. The US Secretary of Labour, Ray Marshall, in 
stating that Mexico was the largest source of undocumented 
aliens in the United States, commented that -

"This is understandable since there is no border 
in the world with more extreme economic differences 
than the border between the United States and Me x ico. 
As long as Mex ico has one of the world's highest 
birthrates, as long as Mex ico cannot create enough 
jobs, then the temptation to sneak across the border 
will be irresistable." ( 314) 

The effect on Mexico: The migration of Mexican workers to 
the United States is a major concern to a nation like Me xico 
which is just beginning to work out industrial and rural 
programmes in order to achieve its developmental goals. 
It is usually the best farm-workers who migrate, resulting 
in a long-term accumulation of a less competent rural labour 
pool~ 3lS) The Mex ican Government also sees the northward 
emigration as tearing the socio-economic fabric of emigration-
inclined communities, contributing to the welfare cost of 
returning aliens, psychologically diminishing the sense of a 
future in communities evacuated by young labour, and often causing 
h · f 1 . t ( 316 ) h . 11 ardship to unsuccess u migran s. T ere is an overa 
concern that the migration of its labour force has contributed 

(317) to a deficit in Me x ico's balance of payments. 

The effect on the United States: A US Congressional Subcommittee 

(313 ) H .A. I n man and L. A.0 . Tirado , ante note ( 256 ) at pp . 431 - 432 . 
(314 ) R . Ma r shal l , ante , note ( 305 ) at p.24 . 

(315 ) J.W. Wilkie , hear ings , ante , note (186 ) at p.9 . 

(316 ) C. Fl o r es , an t e note ( 306 ) 

(31 7) i bi d , a t p . 4 7. 
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concluded in 1973 that "the illegal alien is responsible for a 
substantial displacement of American labour"~ 3lB) The us 
employer, particularly of agricultural workers, is able to 
gain a ready pool of available labour and to minimise costs by 
employing undocumented Mexican aliens at below-average wages 
because of their precarious status in the United States~ 319 ) 
Other advantages accruing to the employers are the opportunities 
to by-pass regulations on maximum hours, job termination, and 
the responsibility for disability, health, housing and other 
welfare obligations~ 320 ) The effect of such unlawful employment 
trends has been to cause the displacement of both indi ginous 
and legal immigrant labour~ 321 ) In addition, the abundance 
of inexpensive labour impedes any incentive on the part of 
employers to modernise their present labour-intensive methods 
of production. 

The remittances and other direct transfers of money back to 
Mexico by undocumented aliens are claimed to have an adverse 

. (322) effect on the United States balance of payments. The 1973 
congressional Subcommittee estimated the total outflow to 
be "closer to US$1 billion 11

~
323 ) These congressional hearings 

disclosed that "a large number of illegal aliens fail to file 
Federal income tax returns, claim non-ex istent dependents, or 
otherwise fail to comply with Federal tax requirements. 11

(
324 ) It 

also stated that the cost to apprehend, detain, and deport 
. . $· 35 ·11· h (325 ) f h. h illegal aliens was about US mi ion eac year, o w ic 

$ . 1· d d . . 1 (326) 97 % or about 34.5 mil ion was e xpen e on Me x ican nationa s. 

(31 8 ) ante , no t e ( 307 ) at p . 12 

(319 ) J . S amor a , ante , note (305 ) at pp. 36-39. 

(320 ) ibid. 

(321) Despi te the US - Mexican agreements providing f or labour through the 
Br ace r o Programme of the 1940s , US emp l oyers continued to e mploy 
undoc ume nte d Mexican workers . The avoidance of the terms of the ag r ee -
ments s traine d re l ations with Mexico wh i ch , in 1947 , abrogated the 
trea ties because of continued use of il l ega l r ather than brace r o l abour. 
See ante , no t e ( 253 ) . 

( 322 ) Chapman , "A Look at Il legal I mmigration : causes and impact on the Uni ted 
S t ates " 1 2 S an Di ego Law Review (1974) 34 , at p . 37 . 

( 323 ) an t e , note (30 7) at p. 19 . 

( 324 ) i b id 

(325 ) Ille gal Al ien s : Hearings befor e Subcommittee No . . 1 of the Ho use Comm 
on th e Judici ary , 92nd Cong . 1st and 2nd sessions 1179 (1 971 - 19 72 ) a t p . 25 . 

( 326 ) ibi d a t p . 29 . 
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Lastly, the undocumented Mexican aliens pose a public-welfare 
burden as most United States public assistance laws do not 

'f ' 11 d' . . . . (327) speci ica y iscrimate against such illegal migrants. 
As compared with the 19th century immigration when employment 
opportunities and the economic barometer prevailing in the 
United States were high, the current undocumented migrant 
has come at a time when there is much public concern over the 
availability of jobs and the current belief that the United 
States, with its limited resources which can accommodate little 
more than zero population growth, cannot absorb many more 
undocumented aliens. 

The undocumented alien: The illegal alien has created one of 
the most serious civil liberties problems especially in the 
context of his presence in the United States, which has prided 
itself in its political freedoms. The United States laws 
providing for employee protection are not available to him due 
to his status. Studies have found that as many as 40 % of 
all Mexicans working in the United States illegally are being 
paid less than the minimum wage set by US legislation, and 
such workers are usually forced to endure unsafe working 

. (328) conditions or harsh treatment by their employers. 

There is a further sociological problem; these aliens initially 
enter the United States for economic reasons and for the 
benefit of their immediate families in Me x ico. But an extended 
period of time causes many to become less fettered by obligations 
of family affinity and support, and more a part of the 
community they are in. Evidence of this trait is that deported 
aliens usually encounter problems of readjustment in the event 
of their return to Me x ico and the resulting socio-psychological 

. ( 329) pressures motivate repeated undocumented entry. 

United States-Mexican Response and Search for a Solution 

Mexican unilateral action: Historically, Mexico has discouraged 

(327 ) J. Samo r a , ante note ( 305 ) at p . 62 . 

(328 ) R. Mar shal l , ante , note ( 305) at p . 23 . 

(329 ) J. Samo r a , an t e note ( 305 ) at pp . 76 - 77 . 
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h d . . ( 33 0) nort war migration. For e x ample, during the 1920s the 
Me x ican Government cooperated with organised labour unions to 
suspend repatriation rights of migrants, and developed a 
p rogramme for internal self-colonisati on. By establishing 
inter-departmental coordination and local centres to encourage 
a more advantageous distribution of employment, it hoped to 
persuade prospective migrants to remain in Me x ico. This 
dissuasionist policy was reflected in the terms of the United 
States-Mexican labour agreements relating to the Bracero 

( 3 31) Programme. Such bilateral agreements established the 
"definitive foundations [of] the Me xican position on the 
discouragement of emigration and protection of Me xicans resident 
in the United States 11

~
332 ) More recently, in an official 1972 

Report, the President of Mexico, reiterating the dissuasionist 
policy, "recognised that the emigration of Mex ican workers 
troubles the national conscience" and added that "the unjust 
and, on occasion, inhuman treatment to which they are subject 
in the United States was above all a matter of concern"~ 333 ) 

Me x ican unilateral action to solve the migration p roblem 
corresponds generally with the observation that the illegal 
migrants "have not been so much attracted to the United States 
a s they have been forced out of Mex ico by an inimical economic 
situation". ( 334 ) Therefore, Me x ican proposals emphasize that 
the "basic solution" must be found in economic and social 
progress through the creation of well-paid jobs within the nation 
itself~ 335 ) Mexican efforts at rural and industrial development, 
the more equitable distribution of population and income, and 
the incorporation of family planning into its public health 
and education structures, are evidence of new efforts to find the 

(330 ) C . F l o r es , ante , note (306 ) at p . 45 

(331) ante , no t e (253 ) 

(332 ) C. Flo r es , ante , note ( 306 ) at pp . 45-48 . 

(333 ) i bid, a t p . 50 

(334 ) J. Samora , ante , note (305 ) at p . 12 

(335 ) C . F l o r es , ante , note (306 ) at p.50 . See also Note "Conunu te r s , 
I l l egal s and American Farm Workers : the need for a broader approach 
t o Domestic Farm Labour Pr oblems " 48 N. Y . U.L. Rev. (1973 ) 439 , at p . 4 79 
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"basic solution" ~336 ) 

United States unilateral action: The United States solution 
to the migration problem may best be seen in its existing 
immigration laws, and in curre nt legislative proposals. The 
thrust at the problem has been two-pronged; to markedly reduce 
the increasing flow of undocumented aliens, and to regulate 
the presence of such aliens who are already in the United States. 

On August 4th, 1977, US President Carter presented before the 
Congress a set of proposals which "cannot solve this enormous 
problem overnight, but ... will signal the beginning of an 
effective Federal response 11

~
337 ) Topping the list of these 

proposals is the imposition of civil and criminal sanctions 
on the employers of undocumented aliens. Under e x isting 
United States legislation, any person who knowingly conceals, 
harbours or shields an "illegal" alien is guilty of a felony, 
"provided however " that for the purposes of this section, 
employment, including the usual and normal practices incident 
to employment, shall not be deemed to constitute harbouring~( 33 B) 
Thus, a mere employer of an undocumented alien is beyond the 
reach of the law. The Presidential proposal provides for high 
civil fines for each undocumented alien hired by an employer, 
and for imprisonment of employers who violate a Court injunction 
not to further engage in the practice of hiring such aliens~ 339

> 

(336) There are recent indications of a vigorous effort by Mexico to recognise 
its agriculture. In the past , Mexican Government policies have strongly 
favoured urban development, and since the breakup of the h acienda system, 
have done little to foster rural development . The Mexican Government is 
r eversing that trend today by expanding subsidies and other supports to 
encourage agriculture . See J. Samora , ante , note (30 5 ) at pp. 112-116. 

(337) Weekly compilation of Presidential Documents (August 8th, 1977) Vol. 13, 
No. 32, p . 11 70 at p . 11 71 (hereinafter cited as the Presidential Proposals) . 
These proposals have now been embodied in a Government sponsored bill No 
H.R. 9531, introduced into the House of Representatives. Until these 
proposals are made law , the US Immigration and Nationality Act 1952, 
66 STAT 163 (codified in scattered sections of Titles 5, 8, 18 , 22, 31, 49, 
50 USC) is still the basic immigration law. There has been no new major 
immigration legislation since 1965 despite general agreement that new 
l egislation is necessary . The Presidential Proposals of August 4th, 1977 
and the subsequent H. R. Bill are the first positive steps to change this 
inertia. 

(338) 8 use (1970) s . 1324 (a) . 

(339) This proposal follm1s from a US Ilouse of Representatives Bill popularly known as "The Rodino Bill " that was submitted to Congress in 197 3 and resubmitte d in 1975 . HR 982 93rd Cong . 1st Sess (1973), resubmitted 
as H . R. 8 71 3 , 9 4 th Cong . 1 s t Se s s (19 7 5 ) . 
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Another proposed step to curb the flow of undocumented aliens 
is to significantly increase existing border enforcement efforts. 
Additional enforcement personnel will be placed on the 
United States-Mexican border, and an anti-smuggling Task Force 
will be established in order to reduce the number and effective-
ness of smuggling syndicates which, by obtaining forged 
documents and providing transportation, systematically smuggle 
a substantial percentage of undocumented aliens into the United 
St t (340) a es. 

The United States Government has furthermore realised the 
t (341) sociological problem previously referred o, that many 

undocumented aliens have since developed family and community 
ties in the United States and have shown themselves as 
productive and law-abiding residents in search of a new life. 
The Presidential Proposals provide for an adjustment of 

. 1· (342) 1 . h ' bl nationa ity status as a so ution tot is pro em. It 
recommends that all undocumented aliens who have been 
continuously in the United States since January 1st, 1970 can 
apply for permanent resident status. This status can lead up 

. . . . f' (343) h d d to full citizenship in ive years. T ose un ocumente 
aliens residing in the United States on or before January 1st, 
1977, who register with the US Immigration and Naturalisation 
Service will be granted a new temporary resident alien status 
for a five-year period. Such persons are entitled to remain 
in the United States for at least five y ears; during that 
period, a final decision will be made on their legal status. 
In addition, the Presidential Proposals cause an increase 
in the current annual limitation on legal Mex ican and Canadian 
immigration to a total of 50,000~ 344 ) 

Apart from these proposals, the United States Congress has 

( 34 0 ) Pres i den t ial Proposal s , ante , note ( 337) at pp . 11 72- 1173 . 
(341) ante , p . 84 . 

(342 ) Pres identi al Proposals , ante , note ( 337 ) at p.1 1 74 . 
(343 ) Th is will be done by updating the registry p r ovisions a l ready contained 

i n the US Irrunig r ation and Natural isation Act which was last upda t ed i n 
1965 granting pe rmanent resident alien status to those who resi ded in 
the Uni t e d S t a t es p r ior t o 1948 . 

( 344 ) Pres idential Proposals , ante , note ( 337 ) at p . 1175 . The c urren t l i mit 
on annu a l Me x ican and Canadi an i mmigrat ion to the United States is 
20 , 000 . 
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occasionally acted to better the status of the undocumented 
alien. Worthy of note are the Immigration and Nationality Act 
Amendments of 1974( 345 ) which have the overall effect of 
allowing those aliens of Western Hemispheric origin to seek 
visas under various preferential categories, one of which 
grants preference "to qualified immigrants capable of performing 
specified skilled or unskilled labour, not of a temporary or 
seasonal nature, for which a shortage of employable and willing 
persons e xist in the United States 11

~
346 ) The new measure also 

permits those of Western Hemispheric origin to apply for 
readjustment of status while within the United States, and 
has the beneficial effect of assisting in the reunification of 
families. 

United States-Mexican bilateral action: It is obvious from 
the foregoing discussion that the mi gration problem cannot be 
met only by unilateral governmental action but requires the 
joint efforts of the United States and Me x ican Governments 
before any permanent solution may be realised. Furthermore, 
any unilateral effort at a solution by one nation would most 
likely affect the other due to the "source-recipient" nature 
of the problem. The recent unilateral proposals by the US 
President have caused the Mexican Government to express some 
concern~ 347 ) Mexico fears that these proposals, if effected, 
would amount to an immediate attempt by the United States to 
repatriate from two to three million Mex ican workers, or 
13 % of the current Mexican labour force( 348 ) back into Mexico. 
The Mexican employment policy would be dealt a sudden 
devastating blow and would have a crippling effect on both 
wages and the share of income of the working class. The result 

( 34 5 ) Publ ic Law No . 94 - 541, 90 STAT 2703 . 

(346 ) This p r e f e r ential categor y is pa r ticular l y a dvantageous to the undoc umentec 
Mexican worker as studies have shown that he takes up jobs that a r e 
re j ected no t on l y by i n diginou s labour b u t by legal migrant wor ke r s and 
other poor minori ty groups. See Immigration and Natur a l isation Service 
Regi on a l Offi ce Opera t ions : Heari ngs befor e a S ub commi t t ee o f Ho use Comm 
on Gove rnmen t al Operations , 93rd Cong . 2d Sess 577 (1 9 74 ). 

(347 ) "Mi grant Worke r s : US " Social Labou r Bulletin No . 1 (1978 ), International 
Labour Office (Geneva ) 86 , at pp . 87 - 88. 

(348 ) J.W. Wi l kie , Hearings , ante , note (186 ) a t p . 56 . 
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would be to damage the success of the Mexican shared-growth 
strategy and to destabilise the political situation as well. 
The consequences of major economic and political instability 
in Mexico to the United States can hardly be overstated. This 
recent United States-Mexican controversy would probably be 
nipped in the bud through the usual forum of diplomatic 
negotiations. The Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs has 
already announced that his government is preparing counter-
proposals for submission to the United States Government based 
on ananalysis which takes into account economic, social and 

1 . . 1 . d . ( 349 ) . . d h h . d po itica consi erations. It is envisage tat t e Unite 
States response to these counter-proposals would be favourable. 
The US Presidential Proposals themselves devote a chapter to 
seeking the cooperation of "source countries" like Me x ico~ 3SO) 
In recent years too, the United States and Me x ican Governments 
have, by agreement, cooperated in seeking a higher standard 
of living for border cornrnunities~ 3Sl) An agreement has also 
been reached with the two nations mutually conunitting themselves 
to help resolve aspects of the undocumented alien problem 
h . 1 . b h ( 352 ) h' d f . . 1 w ich affect re ations etween t em. T is tren o Joint y 

seeking out a basic solution to the migration problem by methods 
which are acceptable to both nations would most certainly 
continue. future bilateral action by the United States and 
Mex ico is reflected succinctly in the US Presidential Proposals 
themselves. In stating that an effective policy to control 
illegal inunigration should include the development of a strong 
economy in the source countries, President Carter e x pressed the 
following P53 ) 

" ... I believe that marked improvements in source 
countries' economies are achievable by their own 
efforts with support from the United States. I 

(349 ) an t e , no t e (34 7) a t p . 88 

(350 ) Pr es i den t ia l Pr oposal s , ante , note ( 337 ) at p . 1173 . 
( 351) Agree men t on Border- Area Development , J une 23 , 1970 , US - Mexico , 21 UST 

1475 , TIAS No. 6905. See a l so H . A. Inman and L . A . O . Tirado , ante , note 
( 256 ); M.E. Bulson , ante , note ( 252 ); Mexi co ' s Bo r de r I ndus t rialisation 
Progr a mme and the U. S . Pa r ticipation , ante pp. 66- 70. 

(352 ) Agr eement on I llegal Entry of Migratory Wo r ke r s , July 19th , 1973 , us-
Me x ico , 26 UST 1 724 , TIAS No . 8131 . 

(353 ) Pr es i den tia l Proposals , ante , note (337) at p . 11 73 . 
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welcome the economic development efforts now being made 
by the dynamic and competent leaders of Me x ico. To 
further efforts such as those, the United States is 
committed to helping source countries obtain assistance 
appropriate to their own economic needs. I will e xplore 
with source countries means of providing such assistance. 
In some cases, this will mean bilateral or multilateral 
economic assistance. In others, it will involve technical 
assistance, encouragement of private financing and 
enhanced trade, or population programmes." 

The problem of the undocumented Mexican alien, current and 
unsettled as it is, would foreseeably be solved in the not-too-
distant future through the efforts, willingness and cooperation 
of the United States-Mexican Governments. Thus, the inter-
dependence required of both these nations to deal effectively 
with this problem is clearly revealed. 

The Undocumented Mex ican Alien: International Law Considerations 

"Any actions taken to address the problem of 
undocumented workers must be based on the circumstances 
surrounding today 's illegal influx . The first point 
is an awareness that the problem of undocumented workers 
illustrates the degree to which the United States is 
affected by the problems of the under developed world. 
We [the US] can no longer turn a deaf ear to the 
problems of world poverty. The millions of undocumented 
workers who live among us illustrate that world poverty 
is not just their problem; it's our problem as well." (354) 

The above quotation is a vivid pointer to the fact that the 
cause for migration is poverty, a phenomenon which affects 
directly or indirectly the international community as a whole. 
This part of the chapter will discuss the problem of the 
undocumented alien in relation to certain norms, both established 
and emerging under international law. 

Firstly, it must be stated that no general principles of 
international law require a State to admit aliens into its 

(355) territory, much less assure them of employment. For example, 

( 354 ) R. Mar shall , ante , note ( 305 ) at p . 26 . 

(355 ) See Oda , "The individua l in I nternational Law " in Manual of Public 
I n t e r national Law (ed . M. Sorensen , 1968 ), 481. 
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Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political . ht (356) . Rig s establishes freedom of movement for "everyone 
lawfully within the territory of a State" and vests the definition 
of "lawful" to each nation. The Constitution of the Inter-
governmental Committee for European Migration~ 357 ) of which 
the United States is a party, acknowledges that control of 
immigration is vested within the domestic jurisdiction of 
States and subjected under municipal law. Most nations, 
however, follow the practice of selective entry according to 
stipulated categories of aliens. United States immigration 
laws which conform in their restrictiveness with international 
custom, are nevertheless subject to scrutiny under the UN 
Charter. The United States has pledged itself under that 
Charter, to take "joint and separate action in cooperation 
with" the United Nations to help achieve fundamental human 
rights and socio-economic development~ 358 ) These purposes 
must be considered in bringing international law to bear on 
domestic immigration practice by evaluating the international 
legality of domestic immigration measures. The United States 
immigration policy-makers have no doubt given their due 
consideration to such purposes to ensure conformity with 
international law. 

The growing global awareness of inequitable geographical 
allocation of resources has led to an appreciation of the 
resource-allocating capacity of immi gration. A general e xpression 
of this viewpoint might be that people should be allowed to 
move to where the resources are. However, uncontrolled access 
to resources may harm not only resource-rich nations but 
resource-poor nations which rely upon stable labour pools for 

( 356 ) 21 UN GAOR S upp . (No . 16 ) 54 ; UN DOC A/6316 (1967). Neither the United States nor Mexico has rati fi ed this covenant . I t is note d a l so that 
Articl e 6 o f the International Covenant on Economic , Soci a l and Cultural Ri ghts " recognise (s ] the right to work , which incl udes the r igh t o f 
e ve r yon e t o the opportunity to ga i n his living by work which h e f ree l y chooses o r accepts .... " I bid at p .50 . I t is do ub tful t ha t th is ri ght contemp l a t es a liberalisation of domesti c immigr ation laws to e ffec t 
i t s p r ovi s i ons . 

(357 ) Con s t i tution o f th e I n t e r governmental Comm. f or Eur opean Mi g r a t ion , 
opened f o r s i gnatu re on October 19th , 1953 , 6 US T 603 , TIAS No. 31 9 7, 20 7 UNTS 189 . 

( 358) Un i ted Nations Ch a r te r, Articles 55 and 56. 
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further economic development. Hence it has been suggested 
. (359) that free migration may injure the Mexican economy. The 

intelligent controlled entry advocated under the US Presidential (360) Proposals therefore seems preferable. 

There are some contemporary global norms affecting migrations 
which may also be appropriately considered here. In Tunis and 
Morocco Nationality Decrees, the Permanent Court of International 
Justice held that: (361 ) 

"The question whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the jurisdiction of a State is an essentially relative question; it depends upon the development of international relations. Thus, in the present state of international law, questions of nationality are, in the opinion of the Court, in principle within this reserved domain." 

This decision urges a continuing reassessment of the evolving 
state of international relations. The steady development of 
international relations in respect of migration seems to 
point toward a gradual sharing of authority over the "reserved 
domain" of nationality. The European Economic Community is 
illustrative of this trend. Under the Rome Treaty of 1957, 
members of the European Conununity are obligated to abolish 
"any discrimination based on nationality between workers of the 
member States as regards employment, remuneration and other 
working conditions 11

~
362 ) Article 49 of that Treaty prescribes 

procedures for implementing the free movement of workers and, 
pertinent to this study, Article 50 requires that "member States 

(359 ) ante p . 82 . 

(360 ) ante , no t e ( 33 7) 

(361) Advi sor y Opin i on o n Tunis and Morocco Nati onal ity Decrees [1 923) PCIJ, Se r B. No . 4 . 

(362 ) Wo rke r s a r e ensured o f free movemen t within the Common Mar ke t na t ions and e nj oy the ri ghts (a } t o accept off e r s o f e mp l oyment ac tually ma de , (b) to move abo u t free l y for this p urpose within the Memb e r S t ates , (c ) to s t ay i n any Me mb e r State i n o r de r to car ry on an e mp l oyme nt in confo rmity with th e l e gis l a tive and a dmin i s t rative p r ovi sions govern i ng the e mp l oyme n t o f the wo r ke r s o f t h a t S t a t e and, (d ) t o live , on conditions which shall b e the s ubject o f i mp l e menting r egulation s to be laid down b y the Commiss i o n, in the t e rrito r y o f a Mamber S t a t e a f te r h aving b een e mp l oyed th e r e . 11 

Trea t y Es t ab l ish ing the European Economi c Community , Ar t i c l e 48 (3), Ma r ch 25, 1 9 57, 298 UNTS 3 . See W. R . Bohning and D. Steph en . "The EEC and th e Migrati on of Wo r ke r s " (1971), K.R . Simmonds "Immi g r a tion contro l and the free mo ve me nt o f labo ur", 21 I CLQ (1972 ) 306 at pp . 307 - 310. 
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shall, under a common programme, encourage the e xchange of 
young workers 11

~
363 ) 

It is conceded that the regional community norms expressed 
by the Rome Treaty may remain inapplicable on the American 
continent. Although freedom of movement has not been e x tended 
to United States immigration policies, international State 
practice does recognise a freedom to emigrate which, in its 
concern for basic human rights, suggests an analogous freedom 
to immigrate in support of individual welfare and more 
equitable allocation of population to resources. 

( 36 4) 
Of more direct significance, the World Population Plan of Action 
of 1974 is the best evidence of contemporary norms for domestic 
regulation of migration. Endorsed by the United States and 
Me x ican delegations to the 1974 World Population Conference 
in Bucharest, this document recommends inter alia that 
governments facilitate migration, protect the rights and welfare 
of migrants, help prevent discrimination and prejudice against 
them, help reunite families, and provide proper and adequate 
welfare services for them in conformity with relevant conven-
tions of the International Labour Organisation~ 365 ) The 
document further urges nations affected by significant numbers 
of migrant workers to conduct bilateral or multilateral 
consultations with a 

(366) these movements, 
view to harmonising policies which affect 
and to conclude bilateral and multilateral 

( 3 6 7) agreements. The more developed nations are encouraged to 
cooperate through bilateral or regional organisations in 
creating favourable employment opportunities at the national 
level in nations concerned with the outflow of migrant workerJ~ 68 ) 
By its endorsement of this Plan, the United States undertakes 
an international obligation to assist in the process of human 

(363 ) ibid, Artic l es 49 and 50 . 

( 364) UN DOC E/CONF 60/WG/L55/Add 3 , (1974 ) Worl d Population Pl an i n Ac tion; 
Report o f t he UN Wo rl d Population Confe r ence (1974 ) E . CONF/60/19 a t 
pp . 16 -17. 

( 365 ) ib id, p aragr aphs 51, 52 , 53 , 55 and 58. 

(366 ) ibid, p arag r aph 52 . 

( 36 7) ibid, par agr aph 62 . 

(368 ) ibid, par agr aph 54 . 
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migration and redistribution of global resources. Steps 
taken by the United States Government in compliance 
with this undertaking have already been noted, especially 
with regard to the Me x ican undocumented migrant~ 369 ) 

More recently, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution 
on December 9th, 1975( 37 0) which further elaborates the global 
concern for the human rights of undocumented workers. It appeals 
to governments of Member States to remind their administrative 
authorities of their obligations "to respect the human 
rights of migrant workers, including those that are undocumented 
or irregular"~ 37 l) It also urges those governments to help 
d-plomatic and consular agents protect and defend the human 
rights of migrant workers~ 372 ) 

The foregoing study of the e x isting and proposed measures by 
the United States Government, working in conjunction with the 
Mexican Government, to solve the social and economic 
problems created by the undocumented Mexican alien are all 
supportive of these emerging global norms pertaining to migrants. 

(369) ante , pp . 86 - 88 . 

( 370) Gen e r a l Assembly Reso lut i on 3449 , 30 UN GAOR Supp . ( 34) 90 ; 
UN DOC A/ 10034 (1976 ) 

( 371) ib i d, paragr aph 3 

( 372 ) ibid , paragr aph 4 . 
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CONCLUSION 

A number of factors have been the cause for confrontation 
between the United States and Me xican Governments over the 
last half a century or more. The sharing of a common boundary 
and fresh water resources have resulted in disputes over the 
precise location of the border, the salinity of the Colorado 
River and related groundwater issues; the United States as 
a developed, capital-exporting nation with a considerable portion 
of its foreign investment placed in the less developed Mexico 
has given rise to controversies with the expropriation of 
American properties as part of the Me x icanisation progranune; 
and the poverty of Me x ico has led to the migration of millions 
of workers, in their quest for a high standard of living, 
northward into the United States. These factors of geographical 
proximity and divergent wealth still remain. But there has 
been a dramatic change of governmental attitudes in the last 
half a century. This change has been from one of selfishness 
ensuing from the belief that territorial sovereignty is the 

1 . . . 1 . . . 1 1 (373) . . overru ing princip e in internationa aw to a spirit 
of cooperation supporting the call for interdependence among 
these two nations. It has been this change, sponsored by the 
will of both nations to consider the interests of each other 
that has seen the actual and pending settlements of those 
issues of confrontation mentioned. In addition to these 
issues, United States-Mex ican cooperation has extended into the 
fields of epidermiology, narcotic control, e x tradition and 
broadcasting, to name a few of a large number of issues which 
have been their common concern. 

This spirit of cooperation has been evidenced in the multilateral 
sphere as well with the virtual acceptance by the United States 
of the Exclusive Economic Zone concept promulgated chiefly by 
Me x ico, and the American attempts at reaching a compromise 
to the controversial Article 2 of the Charter of Economic 
Rights and Duties of States. Also reflective of this spirit is 

(373 ) Th e c l earest example of this attitude may be viewed in the Ha rmon 
Doc t r i ne initia t ed by the United States at the close of the 19th 
Cen t u ry. See ante , no t e (1 33 ) . 
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the existence and accomplishments of the Organisation of 
American States of which the United States and Mexico are 
founding members. The IA-ECOSOC, as an organ of that 
organisation, is successfully carrying out the purposes for 
which it was created. 

United States-Mexican concurrence has had the result of creating 
and developing the highly successful International Boundary 
and Water Commission with its potential for an enlarged 
responsibility to include the control of groundwater and air-
pollution in the border region. The favourable outcome of the 
Mexican Industrialisation Programme is yet another special 
feature of this inter-governmental cooperation. 

Both existing and emerging principles of international law 
have been supported or developed through the solutions the 
United States and Mexico have attained in settlement of their 
mutual problems. For example, Minute 242 which solved the 
Colorado River salinity controversy embodied the established 
principle that an upper riparian owes an international 
obligation to the lower riparian for the delivery of a reasonable 
quality of water. That agreement has furthermore set the stage 
for the incorporation of the emerging integrated river basin 
concept. United States economic policy assisting the 
development of Mexico is indicative of its active participation 
in what has been termed "the evolving international law of 
development". The establishment in the Law of the Sea of the 
200-mile economic zone, and the support of emerging global 
norms on the welfare of migrants are some of the other 
international legal issues arising out of the amicable United 
States-Mexican governmental relationship. 

To conclude, two observations may be made. Firstly, the 
fact that Mexico as an under developed nation has as its 
neighbour, the highly developed, industrialised and militarily 
powerful United States, has caused Mexico to acquire a "strength" 
born out of its comparative weakness. In the face of an 
overbearing American economic and political influence, Mexico 
has had to insist on its national sovereignty; this is clearly 
illustrated in its position on the Calvo doctrine, expropriation 
and the natural resources of the sea. Yet, this insistence has 
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not been without due regard to Mex ico's need for foreign 
assistance, particularly from the United States. "'fhis balance 
of interests is succinctly pointed out, in respect of US 
foreign investment in Mexico, as follows: 

"Mexico will continue its effort to achieve the 
degree of economic independence that is realistically 
possible in this interdependent world. To an ever-
increasing degree, Mexico wants the basic decisions 
affecting the Me x ican economy to be made in .Mexico 
and to have its natural resources under Me x ican 
control .... The concern over the economic and 
cultural penetration of the United States, one of the 
"perils of prox imity", and a desire to avoid an 
excessive dependancy on the United States has been 
behind the effort of the Mexican Government to 
diversify the sources of its foreign investments. 

The Mexican Government, as it has stated many times, 
is not trying to discouage US investment in Mex ico 
and to convince it to stay at home. It wants US 
investment which will be made according to the 
rules set by Mexico, in association with Mex ican capital, 
and contributing technology which is useful and 
adapted to Mex ico's needs." ( 3 74) 

Secondly, the dominant feature present throughout this study 
of United States-Mexican relationships is their recourse to 
diplomatic forums in settlement of their controversies. Third 
party adjudication has been regarded by both nations as a 
last resort, preferring instead the use of such negotiatory 
instruments as the e xchange of notes, bilateral conventions 
and treaties, and standing committees to reach a compromise. 
This is surely the most succinct evidence of the confidence 
both these nations have, that they can mutually solve their 
own disputes. No less than 108 treaties and other international 
agreements which are still in force( 375 ) have been reached 
between the United States and Mex ico since the signing of the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. A breakdown of this 
number will furthermore suggest that the growing spirit of 
cooperation is largely a post-war development. Of the stated 

(3 74 ) J. E . Ritch Jr . "Impact of Recent legislation affecting foreign 
inves tme n t : Outlook for th e fu tur e " Mexi can - US Dia l ogue o n topic 
"Sh o uld inves tmen t capita l stay home " 69 American Society o f I nte r na t ional 
Law Pr oceedings (1974 ) 67 , at pp. 69 - 70 . 

(375 ) "Trea t ies i n Fo r ce on J anu a r y 1, 19 78 " compiled by the Treat y Affa irs 
S t a ff, US Dept . of State . 
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89 treaties (or 83 %) were effected only after 1945, and 62 
treaties (or 58 %) were made only since 1970. 

The amicable and cooperative relationship between the United 
States, as a developed nation, and Me xico, as a developing 
one, is instructive to the other members of the community 
of nations that it is possible, despite their economic social 
and political differences, to promote world peace and to share 
their resources with one another. Indeed, these two nations 
have "beat[en] their swords into plowshares" in their efforts 
at recognising the necessities for survival demanded by this 
increasingly interdependent world . 
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